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The Uuinrsity of Ark:wsas is 1U1 equnl opportuuitylaflinnntive actiou i.ustitutiou. 
FOREWARD 
The objective of this publication is to identify those faculty and staff scientists in the 
universities and colleges of Arkansas who are actively conducting research on water 
resource issues and problems. Undoubtedly, we have omitted several such 
researchers, but hopefully, a second edition of this publication will be more complete. 
In addition to the alphabetical listing of researchers, two cross-index listings are 
provided to assist users in locating researchers. The researchers are also listed by 
research interests and university affiliation. Following these sections, are brief resumes 
provided by the researchers which include a description of their research interests. 
On the resumes the researchers have noted whether they will consider consulting 
work. Note that there is a telephone "directory" provided at the end of the publication. 
We are most grateful to all who have cooperated in gathering the information in our 
first edition of the Directory. We would appreciate knowing of any omissions or 
corrections. It is planned to expand the contents of this publication to include listings 
of state and federal agencies, foundations and professional organizations in later 
editions. 
Kenneth F. Steele 
Director 
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF WATER RESOURCES EXPERTS 
OF ARKANSAS UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES 
BABCOCK, ROBERT E. Director 
DISCIPLINE: CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Chemical Engineering 
3202 Bell Engineering Center 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72710 
(501) 575-4951 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Soil remediation, groundwater control and protection, fluid flow, pollution assessment 
BRAGG, J, D. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: MICROBIOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Henderson State University 
HSU Box 7853 
Arkadelphia, AR 71999-0001 
(501) 246-5511 ext. 3103 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Aquatic-environmental microbiology 
BRAHANA, J, VAN Adjunct Professor 
DISCIPLINE: HYDROGEOLOGY 
CONSULTING: No 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Geology 
114 Ozark Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-2570 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Hydrogeology of carbonate rocks, tectonic control of regional flow boundaries, hydrogeology of Ozark 
springs, application of isotypes to define water/rock interaction, numerical simulation of groundwater 
flow and transport, viruses in groundwater 
BRITTON, CHARLES Professor 
DISCIPLINE: ECONOMICS 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Economics 
Business Administration 402 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-6218 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Economic analysis 3 
BROWN, ARTHUR V. Associate Professor 
DISCIPLINE : STREAM ECOLOGY, LIMNOLOGY, BIOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Biological Sciences 
SCEN 629 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-6357 
Benthos, Biomonitoring, Fish Ecology, Geomorphology, Water Quality Monitoring 
CLEAVELAND, MALCOLM K. Professor, Research Assistant 
DISCIPLINE: GEOGRAPHY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Department of Geography 
108A Ozark Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(SOl) 575-31S9 
Various methods of analysis and statistical treatment of tree rings, including X-ray densitometry of wood, 
paleoclimatology and paleohydrology. These last two subjects are the most recent areas of research. 
Climate, Drought, Paleohydrology, and Paleoclimate. 
CLIFFI', RICKY C. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Engineering 
P.O. Box 1740 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Arkansas State University 
State University, AR 72467 
(SOl) 972-2088 
Research has been concentrated on modeling the activated sludge process for wastewater treatment, 
evaluation of aquaculture treatment methods, and soil erosion/sediment transport. Two patents are now 
pending on improvements to the oxygen activated sludge process. Municipal Wastewater Treatment, 
Industrial Wastewater Treatment, Underground Storage Tanks, EPA Rules and Regulations, Hazardous 
Waste Management and Site Remediation. 
COCHRAN, MARK Professor 
DISCIPLINE: AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Agri Econ & Rural Society 
221 AGRI 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-2281 
Economic analysis of impact of farm production decisions on the natural resource base of state and 
nation. 
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DALE, EDWARD E. JR. Emeritus Professor 
DISCIPLINE: ECOLOGY , PLANT SCIENCE 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Dept. of Biological Sciences 
Science~Engineering Bldg. Rm 601 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 57S-6350 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Vegetation communities of Arkansas, native prairie restoration and management, studies of rare or 
endangered plant species and ecosystems, effects of human influence such as pollution, stream 
channelization, impoundments, etc. on natural vegetation, effects of frequency and duration of flooding 
on occurrence of forest vegetation types in the central Mississippi Delta region. Plant-Water 
Relationships, Riparian Vegetation, Soil-Water Relationships, Plant Growth, Plants Stress and Wetlands. 
DANIEL, TOMMY C. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: SOILS, WATER QUALITY, AGRONOMY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Agronomy 
Plant Sciences 11S 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(SOl) 575-5720 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Water quality, non-point pollution, solute transport, animal waste 
EDWARDS, DWAYNE R. Assistant Professor 
DISCIPLINE: AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
CONSULTING: Yes -
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Bio and Agri Engineering 
203 Engineering Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(SOl) 575-2351 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Nonpoint source pollution, water quality, hydrologic modeling, agricultural wastes. Rainfall~Runoff 
models, Water Quality modeling, and Stochastic Hydrology. 
FARRIS, JERRY L. Assistant Professor 
DISCIPLINE: AQUATIC ECOTOXICOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Biological Sciences 
Arkansas State University 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
P.O. Box 599 
State University, AR 72467 
(501) 972-3082 
Derivation of site-specific water qual ity criteria, integrated field and laboratory bioassessments, use of 
mollusc as monitors of water quality, comparisons of standardized bio~say procedures with biomarkers 
for in-field estimation of the effects of contaminants, development of sediment criteria and testing 
bioaccumulation of sediment pollutants 
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FORD, RICHARD Professor 
DISCIPLINE: ECONOMICS 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Department of Economics and Finance 
University of Arkansas-LR 
2801 So. University 
Little Rock, AR 72204 
(501) 564-8876 
Water economics, resource economics, environmental economics 
FRANCIS, PAUL B. Assistant Professor 
DISCIPLINE: PLANT SCIENCE , SOIL SCIENCE 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Agriculture Department 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
University of Arkansas, Monticello 
Monticello, AR 11655 
(SOl) 460-1314 
Research has been conducted in a wide array of areas such as soil strength and resistance to raindrop 
impact, the influence if soil and crop management on the microclimate, and organic fanning, Current 
water related research concerns effects of soil conditioners on water infiltration, percolation, and yield of 
agronomic crops. Crop water use, Evapotranspiration, Microclimatoloiy, Soil Ersion, Soil Physics, 
Subsurface Drainage, and Septic Systems. 
GRAHAM, JAMES B. m Assistant Professor 
DISCIPLINE: INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
CONSULTING: Yes (Limited) 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Chemistry 
Henderson State University 
Box 7870 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
NOT PROVIDED 
Arkadelphia, AR 71999-0001 
(501) 246-5511 ext. 3347 
GROSS, MARK Assistant Professor 
DISCIPLINE: CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Electronics & Instrumentation 
University of Arkansas LR 
2801 South University 
Little Rock, AR 72204 
(501) 569-8042 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Onsite wastewater treatment-- virus studies, filtration, soil absorption. Instrumentation for identifying 
organisms in water by using computerized image processing systems-- particularly Giardia Iamblia. 
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GUCCIONE, MARGARET J. 
DISCIPLINE: GEOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Adjunct Professor 
Department of Geology 
118 Ozadc Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-3354 
Research emphasis include fluvial geomorphology and sedimentation, soils, neotectonics and earth 
science education. 
HARP, GEORGE L. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: LIMNOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Biological Sciences 
P.O. Box 599 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Arkansas State Univ. 
State University, AR 72467 
(SOl) 972-3082 
Ecology of altered aquatic ecosystems, especially mineral acid pollution of lakes and streams, cold-water 
discharge from impoundments, stream channelization and organic enrichment. Ecology and 
identification of aquatic insects, especially Odonata, Hemiptera and Coleoptera, and Benthos. 
HOLLOWAY, G. ELLEN Assistant Professor 
DISCIPLINE: BIOLOGICAL AND AGRI ENGINEERING 
CONSULTING: No 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Bio and Agri Engineering 
212 Engineering Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-2357 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Automated water quality monitoring and control for aquaculture waste management/reclamation of food 
processing and agricultural wastes water purification 
JEFFERS, JOE Professor 
DISCIPLINE: CHEMISTRY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Department of Chemistry 
Ouachita Baptist University 
Arkadelphia, AR 71998 
(501) 245-5216 
Determination of organic compounds in sediments, water, and tissue using GC/MS, GC, HPLC. 
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JOHNSON, JAMES E. Coop Unit Leader 
DISCIPLINE: FISH BIOLOGY, ICHTHYOLOGY, ENDANGERED SPECIES 
CONSULTING: No 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Biological Sciences 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
AR Cooperative Fish & Wildlife Research 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-6709 
Fish populations and communities in Bayou Meto under dioxins contamination (AR), limnology of striped 
bass reservoirs (AR), biology of Ozark cavefisb (AR), Ozark National Forest springs biota (AR), behavior 
of endangered southwestern fishes (AZ) 
KILAMBI, RAJ V. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: ZOOLOGY, FISHERIES 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Zoology 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
711 Science-Engineering Bldg. 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-3251 
Fisheries- Age and growth, food habits, reproductive biology, aquaculture, population dynamics. 
Research includes a variety of freshwater and marine fishes. Lake, streams and reservoir management. 
KNIGIIT, JOHN T. Research Scientist 
DISCIPLINE: AQUATIC TECHNOLOGY AND ECOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Ouachita Baptist University 
Box 3705 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Aquatic toxicology 
Arkadelphia, AR 71998 
(501) 245-5528 
LA VY, TERRY L. University Professor 
DISCIPLINE: SOIL SCIENCE , PLANT SCIENCE 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Altheimer Laboratory 
276 Altheimer Drive 
Fayetteville, AR 72703 
(501) 575-3955 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Research emphasis has been in the areas of 1) pesticide residues in water, soil, plants and food; 2) 
human exposure to pesticides: 3) environmental fate of pesticides; and 4) groundwater and surface 
water quality. 
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LAWSON, EDWIN R. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: FOREST HYDROLOGY, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT FORESTRY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: School of Forest Resources 
P.O. Box 3468 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
University of Arkansas Monticello 
Monticello, AR 71656-3468 
(501) 460-1452 
Forest water quality and yield, forest nutrient relations, atmospheric deposition, multi-disciplinary 
research 
MATHIS, MICHAEL L. Assistant Professor 
DISCIPLINE: AQUATIC BIOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Biology 
LSC 105 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
University of Centml Arkansas 
Conway, AR 72035 
(501) 450-5933 
Research interest include: {1) taxonomy and systematics of the aquatic insect order Trichoptera 
(adddisflies), (2) life-history adaptations of organisms inhabiting temporary springs and pools, and (3) 
analysis of benthic macroinvertebrate community structure as an indicator of environmental disturbance. 
McCONNELL, J. SCOTT Assistant Professor 
DISCIPLINE: PLANT SCIENCE, SOIL SCIENCE 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Southeast Research and Extension Center 
Box 3508 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
University of Arkansas-Monticello 
Monticello, AR 71656 
(501) 460-1091 
Research efforts are focused primarily on the effect of fertilization, irrigation and tillage on the growth 
and development of cotton. Special emphasis is also given to studies of the effects of production 
practices on soil chemical and physical properties. Crop water use, irrigation management, nutrients, 
fertilizers, soil chemistry, and soil water relationships. 
l\1EEKS, LISA K. Senior Hydrologist, Research Scientist 
DISCIPLINE: HYDROGEOLOGIST/RESEARCH SCIENTIST 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: University of Arkansas 
Geology Department 
Ozark Hall 118 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Groundwater quality, surface water quality, groundwater chemistry, geology, computer applications in 
geology and hydrogeology. 
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MEYER, RICHARD L. , Professor 
DISCIPLINE: AQUATIC BIOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Biological Sciences 
515/508 Science Engineering Bldg. 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(SOl) 575-6348 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Algal ecology, algal sytematics, algal cytology, morphogenesis and water quality. 
MINK, ALBERT L. Chairman, Department of Engineering 
DISCIPLINE: AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Agricultural Engineering 
Arkansas State University 
P.O. Box 1740 
State University, AR 72467 
(501) 972-2088 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Machinery design, hydraulics 
MOORE, PHILIP Soil Chemist/ Adjunct Assistant Professor 
DISCIPLINE: SOIL & WATER CHEMISTRY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Agronomy 
108 Plant Sciences 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-5724 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Conducting basic and applied research on increasing the agronomic value of poultry litter, while 
decreasing any negative environmental impact of this resource. The major emphasis of this research is 
on phosphorus biogeochemistry in soils and factors that influence phosphorus runoff into adjacent water 
bodies. Also investigating the chemistry and movement of nutrients (C, N, P) important in eutrophic 
lakes. Conducting research on phosphorus precipitation in natural waters and sediments. 
OOSTERHUIS, DERRICK M. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: PLANT SCIENCE, AGRICULTURE 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Agronomy 
276 Altheimer Drive 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72703 
(501) 575-3979 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Research has concentrated on (1) plant/soil/water relations (methodology of measuring and detecting 
water stress, physiology of plant adaptations to environmental stress, osmotic adjustment), (2) root 
growth and water uptake of agronomic crops, (3) plant morphology, canopy structure, photosynthesis 
and carbon partitioning, (4) developmental physiology of cereals, (5) absorption and translocation of 
foliar-applied nitrogen, and (6) irrigation scheduling and crop growth modeling. 
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PALMER, BRYAN D. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: CHEMISTRY 
CONSULTING: Unknown 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Chemistry 
HSU 7814 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Henderson State University 
Arkadelphia, AR 71999-0001 
(501) 246-5511 ext. 3208 
Environmental radiochemistry, condensed matter 
PARKER, DAVID G. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: CML ENGINEERING 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: University of Arkansas 
Department of Civil Engineering 
BELL 4147 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-3203 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Environmental Engineering 
PERSCHBACHER, PETER W. Assistant Professor 
DISCIPLINE: FISHERIES BIOLOGY, WATER QUALITY OF FISH PONDS 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Agriculture 
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff 
Agri. Experimental Station Center 
Box 4005 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Pine Bluff, AR 71601 
(501) 543-8145 
Water quality in aquaculture systems, phytoplankton dynamics and health assessment, 
off-flavor causes and remidiation. 
REYNOLDS, G. L." JERRY11 
DISCIPLINE: GEOGRAPHY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Professor 
Department of Geography 
University of Central Arkansas 
Conway, AR 72035 
(501) 450-5639 
Natural hazard mitigation, effectiveness of solid waste recycling 
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ROBISON, HENRY W. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: FISHERIES, ZOOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Biological Sciences 
Box 1354 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Southern Arkansas University 
Magnolia, AR 71753 
(501) 235-4273 
Research bas been concentrated on taxonomy, ecology, zoogeography and behavior of fishes, 
crayfishes of AR, aquatic macroinvertebrates of AR, springs of Ouachita Mountains. Recent studies have 
been conducted on (1) the fishes of AR, (2) crayfishes of AR, (3) distributions of caddisflies in AR, 
(4) longnose darter taxonomy, (S) endemic biota of AR, (6) life history of Caddo madtom, (7) 
redescription of Noturus Lacbneri (Ouachita madtom), and (8) bogs of the Ouachita Mountains. 
RUTLEDGE, E. MOYE Professor 
DISCIPLINE: SOIL CLASSIFICATION & GENESIS 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Agronomy Department 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
115 Plant Science Building 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(SOl) 575-5737 
Soil parent materials/loess, septic systems, soil map units, soil use evaluation, soil survey 
SCOTI, H. DON Interim Coordinator 
DISCIPLINE: SOIL SCIENCE, GIS, AGRONOMY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Agronomy 
11 S Plant Science 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(SOl) 575-5740 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Research emphasis include soil water management for crop growth and development emphasizing the 
irrigation scheduling and prolonged flooding of soybeans; soil/plant/water relationships, nutrient uptake 
and translocation by crops under differing soil water management regimes; effects of long-tenn tillage 
and crop management practices on soil physical properties; soil water-solute transport emphasizing 
fertilizer and herbicide transport in soil; spatial and temporal variability of soil properties in the 
landscape; crop-weed competition and remote sensing of soil water. 
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SHAIKH, ALI U. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: CHEMISTRY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Chemistry 
University of Arkansas LR 
Little Rock, AR 72204 
(SOl) 569-8837 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Method development for trace analysis of metals, organic compounds and organometallic compounds in 
environmental samples, biodegradation and chemical degradation of environmental pollutants, kinetics 
and mechanisms of electrode reactions, application of GC, GC-MS, HPLC, AA and electroanalytical 
techniques. 
STAifl..E, DAVID W. Associate Professor 
DISCIPLINE: GEOGRAPHY 
CONSULTING: No 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Geography 
Ozark Hall 213 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-3703 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Tree-ring analysis, paleoclimatic and paleohydrologic reconstruction, the recurrence and persistence of 
climate and streamflow extremes, multi-year climate fluctuations. 
STEELE, KENNETH F. Director 
DISCIPLINE: GEOLOGY, HYDROGEOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Arkansas Water Resources Center 
University of Arkansas 
Ozark Hall 113 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-4403 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Research has been concentrated on atmospheric deposition (acid rain), ground water, and surface 
water, especially in terms of chemistry (including heavy metals). Recent studies have been conducted 
on (1) the effect of rain storms on the chemistry of ground and surface water, i.e. how do rain storms 
affect pollution, (2) the effect of land use on ground water quality, and (3) factors affecting rain chemistry 
(including acid rain). 
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VENDRELL, PAUL F. Chief Chemist 
DISCIPLINE: WATER QUALITY ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 
AGRICULTURAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Water Quality Lab 
Biomass 142 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-7317 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Nitrate leaching in soil and groundwater contamination, microbial pollution of water, laboratory analysis 
of non-point source pollutants, pesticide monitoring of groundwater 
WAGNER, GEORGE H. Adjunct Professor 
DISCIPLINE: BAYS, BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS 
CONSULTING: No 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Geology Dept 
118 Ozark Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-3355 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Main interest in last few years has been to relate rain chemistry to atmospheric processes and the 
chemistry of tropospheric aerosols. Some new understanding has been uncovered of the compounds 
scavenged by rain and how the cations and anions were mated. A similar study is underway with dew 
chemistry. Other interests are groundwater and the relation of its chemistry to rocks and particularly the 
water soluble rocks (dolomites and limestones) and sparingly soluble minerals (heavy metal sulfides and 
oxides, and barite). 
WHEELER, LAURIN Associate Professor 
DISCIPLINE: FOREST ECOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Horticulture & Forestry 
316 Plant Sciences 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-2603 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Nutrient cycles in forests, uneven aged forest management, ecosystem restoration 
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WOLF, DUANE C. Professor 
DISCIPLINE: SOIL SCIENCE, MICROBIOLOGY 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Department of Agronomy 
115 Plant Science Building 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(SOl) 575-5739 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Major research areas include (1) environmental work related to degradation and absorption of pesticides 
and toxic organic and inorganic chemicals in soil, (2) transformation of nitrogen containing fertilizers and 
organic amendments in soil, (3) factors which influence symbiotic biological nitrogen fixation, (4) impact 
of land application of poultry litter on water quality, and (S) renovation of domestic wastewater from on· 
site waste disposal (septic) systems. 
WY A TI, Bll...L Professor 
DISCIPLINE: PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY/INSTRUMENTATION 
CONSULTING: Yes 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: Arkansas State University 
P.O. Box 1680 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
State University, AR 72467 
(501) 972-3086 
Surface water quality-methods of analysis 
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J. Scott McConnell 
Derrick M. Oosterhuis 
Soil Classification & Genesis 
E. Moye Rutledge 
Soil & Water Chemistry 
Philip Moore 
Soil Sc;ience 
Paul B. Francis 
Terry L. Lavy 
I. Scott McConnell 
H. Don Scott 
Duane C. Wolf 
~ .. 
Soils 
Tommy C. Daniel 
Stream Ecology 
Arthur V. Brown 
Water Quailty 
Tommy C. Daniel 
Kenneth F. Steele 
Water Quality Analytical 
Paul F. Vendrell 
Water Quality of Fish 
Peter W. Perschbacher 
Watershed Management Forestry 
Edwin R. Lawson 
Zoology 
Henry W. Robison 
Raj V. Kilambi 
FACULTY BY UNIVERSITY AFFILIATION 
Arkansas State University 
Ricky C. Clifft, Engr Dept 
Jerry L. Farris, Bio Sci Dept 
George L. Harp, Bio Sci Dept 
Albert L. Mink, Agri Engr Dept 
Bill Wyatt, Chemistry Dept 
Henderson State University 
James B. Graham III, Chemistry Dept 
Bryan D. Palmer, Chemistry Dept 
Ouachita Baptist University 
John T. Knight, Aquatic Tech/Eco Dept 
Joe Jeffers, Chemistry Dept 
Southern Arkansas University 
Henry W. Robison, Bio Sci Dept 
University of Arkansas Fayetteville 
Robert E. Babcock, Chern Engr Dept 
J. Van Brahana, Geology Dept 
Charles Britton, Economics Dept 
Arthur V. Brown, Bio Sci Dept 
Malcolm Cleaveland, Geography Dept 
Mark Cochran, Agri Econ Dept 
Edward E. Dale Jr., Bio Sci Dept 
Tommy C. Daniel, Agronomy Dept 
Dwayne R. Edwards, Bio/ Agri Eng Dept 
Margaret J. Guccione, Geology Dept 
G. Ellen Holloway, Bio/ Agri Eng Dept 
Jim E. Johnson, Bio Sci Dept 
Raj V. Kilambi, Zoology Dept 
Terry L. Lavy, Altheimer Laboratory 
Lisa K. Meeks, Geology Dept 
Richard L. Meyer, Bio Sci Dept 
Philip Moore, Agronomy Dept 
Derrick M. Oosterhuis, Agronomy Dept 
,, 
David Parker, Civil Engr Dept 
E. Moye Rutledge, Agronomy Dept 
H. Don Scott, Agronomy Dept 
David W. Stahle, Geography Dept 
Kenneth F. Steele, Arkansas Water 
Resources Center & Water Quality Lab 
Paul F. Vendrell, Water Quality Lab and 
Arkansas Water Resources Center 
George H. Wagner, Geology Dept 
G. Laurin Wheeler, Horticulture Dept 
Duane C. Wolf, Agronomy Dept 
University of Arkansas Little Rock 
Richard Ford, Econ/Finance Dept 
Mark Gross, Dept of Electronics & 
Instrumentation 
Ali U. Shaikh, Chemistry Dept 
University of Arkansas Monticello 
Paul B. Francis, Agriculture Dept 
Edwin R. Lawson, Forest Resources 
J. Scott McConnell, Research/Ext Serv 
University of Arkansas Pine Bluff 
Peter Perschbacher, Agriculture Dept 
University of Central Arkansas 
Michael L. Mathis, Biology Dept 
G. L. "Jerry" Reynolds, Geography Dept 
DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
August 1990-present 
July 1974-present 
July 1971-Feb. 1980 
July 1974-1975 
July 1969-1971 
July 1968-1974 
Sept. l965-July 1968 
RESUME SUMMARIES 
ROBERT E. BABCOCK 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 
Department of Chemical Engineering 
3202 Bell Engineering Center 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-5754951 
B. S. , Petroleum Engineering, University of 
Oklahoma, 1959 
M. S., University of Oklahoma, 1962 
Ph. D., University of Oklahoma, 1964 
Department Head, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of 
Arkansas 
Professor of Chemical Engineering, University of Arkansas 
Director, Water Resources Research Center, University of Arkansas 
Assistant Dean for Research, Graduate School, University of Arkansas 
Assistant for Research, Water Resources Research Center and Office of 
Research Coordination, University of Arkansas 
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering, University of Arkansas 
Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering, University of Arkansas 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
AIChE, SPE, ASEE 
RESEARACH AREAS: 
Soil remediation, groundwater control and protection, fluid flow, pollution assessment. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 15 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 6 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 18 
National and International Meetings: 11 
Regional Meetings: 7 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Babcock, R.E. et at., ~Environmental Effect of the Completed McClellan-Kerr Arkansas River Navigation 
System," Institute of Water Research Technial Report, U. S. Army Corp of Engineers, 1980. 
Brown, A., R. L. Meyer, and R. E. Babcock, • An Ecological Reconnaissance of the White River Sylamore 
Bottom Area," Special Report, Arkansas Department of Comerce, 1980. 
Babcock, R. E., R. W. Spillman, C. S. Goddin, and T. E. Cooley, ~Natural Gas Cleanup: A Comparison of 
Membrane and Amine Treatment Processes, • Energy Progress, 8(3), 135-142, September 1988. 
19 
DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1971-present 
J.D. BRAGG 
MICROBIOLOGY 
Henderson State University 
HSU Box 7853 
Arkadelphia, AR 71999-0001 
501-246-5511 ext. 3103 
PhD 
Professor of Biology, Henderson State University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society Mircrobiology, Mycological Society of America, Sigma Xi, Arkansas Academy of 
Sciences 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Aquatic-environmental microbiology 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 15 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Pubications: 5 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 2 
Regional Meetings: 20 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Bragg, J. D. and Mark E. Clark, "Bacteriological Quality of Beaver Reservoir, Arkansas, • Arkansas 
Academy of Sciences 46: In press, 1992. 
Conine, S., D. Cox, K. Mitchell and J. D. Bragg, "Bacteriological Quality of Private Wells in Clark County, 
Arkansas, • Arkansas Academy of Sciences, 43:19-20, 1989. 
House, Kelly L., J. D. Bragg, Clark Kuyper, T. Kent Thomas and Renn Tumlison, "Environmental Analysis 
of the Caddo River and its Tributaries, • Arkansas Academy of Sciences, 47, 1993. 
Gentles, Darlene and J. D. Bragg, "Bacteriological and Chemical Quality of Fresh Shrimp Available in 
Arkansas; Arkansas Academy of Sciences, 47, 1993. 
20 
DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1971-present 
1990-present 
1979-present 
1979 
1977-1990 
1975 
1966-1971 
1965-1966 
JOHN VAN BRAHANA 
HYDROGEOLOGY 
Department of Geology 
114 Ozark Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-2570 
B. A., Geology, University of Illinois, 1965 
M. A., Geology, University of Missouri, 1968 
Ph. D., Hydrogeology, University of Missouri, 1973 
Research Hydrologist, U.S. Geological Survey, AR, TN, CO, MS 
Adjunct Professor, Geology, University of Arkansas 
Instructor at National Center & Southeast Regional Training, U. S. 
Geological Survey 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Geomorphology, University of Tennessee 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Geology, Vanderbilt University 
Adjunct Professor, Hydrology, University of Southern Mississippi 
Assistant Instructor, Hydrology Lab, University of Missouri 
Graduate Assistant, Geology Lab, University of Georgia 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Geophysical Union, Geological Society of America, National Ground Water Association, 
American Institute of Professional Geologists, International Association of Hydrogeologists, Sigma Xi, 
American Water Resources Association-Arkansas, Arkansas Ground-Water Association. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Hydrogeology of carbonate rocks, tectonic control of regional flow boundaries, hydrogeology of Ozark 
springs, application of isotopes to define water/rock interaction, numerical simulation of ground water 
flow and transport, viruses in ground water. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 25 
Chapters in Books: 2 
Miscellaneous Publications: 14 
Research Presentations/Abstracts: 26 
National and International Meetings: 17 
Regional Meetings: 9 
21 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Brahana, J. V., Thraikill, John, Freeman, Tom and Ward, W. C., "Carbonate Rocks: Geology of North 
America, • Vol 2, Hydrogeology, The Geological Society of America, Chapter 38, 1988. 
Brahana, J. V., and E. F. Hollyday, "Dry Stream Reaches in Carbonate Terranes: Surface Indicators of 
Ground-Water Reservoirs, • Water Resources Bulletin, American Water Resources Association, Vol 24 No 
3, pg 577-580. 1988. 
Brahana, J. V. and T. 0. Mesko, "Hydrogeology and Preliminary Assessment of Regional Flow in the 
Upper Cretaceous and Adjacent Aquifers in the Northern Mississippi Empayment, • U. S. Geological 
Survey, Water Resources Investigation Report 87-4000, 65 pgs., 1988. 
Brahana, J. V., "The Role of a Multilayer Model in Refining Understanding of Deep Regional Ground-
Water Flow in a Tectonically Active Area, • National Ground Water Association, Solving Ground Water 
Problems with Models, Vol 2, pgs. 1051-1070, 1987. 
Vourvopoulos, G., Brahana, J. V., E. Notte, G. Korschinek, A. Priller, and B. Doclchom, "3601 
Measurements and the Hydrology of an Acid Injection Site. • Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics 
Research, B52, Eisevier Science Publications, North Holland, Pgs. 451-454, 1990. 
Seaber, Paul R., J. V. Brahana, and E. F. Hotlyday, "Region 20, Appalachian Plateaus and Valley and 
Ridge," Geology of North America, Vol 0-2, Hydrogeology, Geological Society of America, Chapter 23, 
pg. 189-200, 1988. 
Brahana, J. V., and R. E. Broshears, "Hydrogeology and Ground-Water Flow in the Memphis and Fort 
Pillow Aquifers in the Memphis Area, Tennessee, • U. S. Geological Survey, Water Resources 
Investigations Report 89-4131, 131 pgs., 1989. 
Brahana, J. V., Gerard J. Gonthier, and Larry M. Remsing, "Hydrogeologic Data for Boone County, 
Arkansas, • U. S. Geological Survey Open File Report 91-518, 36 pgs., 1991. 
Brahana, J. V., V. A. Leidy, John Lindt and S. A. Hodge, "Hydrogeologic Data for Carroll County, 
Arkansas, • U. S. Geological Survey Open-File Report, 93-150, 32 pgs., 1993. 
Ford, G. L. and J. V. Brahana, "Soil-Gas Data for the Underground Hydrocarbon Contamination Site in 
the Highland Avenue Area, Fayetteville, Arkansas,• U.S. Geologcial Survey Open-File Report, 92-77, 11 
pgs., 1992. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1978-present 
Fall 1981 
Summer 1979 
Surruner 1978 
Summer 1976 
1973-1978 
1969-1973 
1967-1969 
CHARLESBRITION 
ECONOMICS 
Department of Economics 
Business Administration 402 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-6218 
B. A., University of Missouri, 1964 
M. A., University of Missouri, 1965 
Pb. D., Univeristy of Iowa, 1971 
Professor of Economics, University of Arkansas 
Visiting Professor of Economics, University of Arizona 
Visiting Professor of Economics, University of Colorado 
Visiting Professor of Economics, University of Colorado 
Visiting Associate Professor of Economics, University of Colorado 
Associate Professor of Economics, University of Arkansas 
Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Arkansas 
Instructor in Economics, University of Iowa 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Water Resource Association, Association of Arid Lands Studies, and Western Social Science 
Associate. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Economic Analysis 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 20 
Chapters in Books: 10 
Miscellaneous Publications: 32 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: IS 
National and International Meetings: 23 
Regional Meetings: 60 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Britton, Charles and John Hehr, "Non-Resident Investment in Arid Lands of the United States, • Forum of 
the Association for Arid Land Studies, Vol 1 pp. 95-102, 1985. 
Britton, Charles and John Hehr, ·The Influence of Drought on the Success of the Payments-in-Kind (PIK) 
Program," Arkansas Business and Economic Review, Vol. 19, Number 2, Pg. 7-12, 1986. 
23 
Britton, Charles and John Hehr, "Arkansas Agriculture and Drought: 1925-45," Forum of the Association 
for Arid Lands Studies, Vol. II , pg. 79-87, 1986. 
Britton, Charles, "Adapting to Arid Lands," Land Use Policy, Vol. 4, No. 1, pg. 77-78, January 1987. 
Britton, Charles and John Hehr, "Drought Effects Upon the Agricultural Economy of Southeastern United 
States, • Forum of the Association for Arid Lands Studies, Vol. III, pg. 67-72, 1987. 
Britton, Charles and John Hehr, "The Effect of Arid and Semi-Arid Location Upon Economic and 
Financial Stress of Agriculture in the Western United States," Forum of the Association of Arid Lands 
Studies, Vol. IV, pg 41-50, 1988. 
Britton, Charles and John Hehr, "The Financial Impact of Retirees on Arid and Semi-Arid Areas of the 
Western United States," Forum of the Association of Arid Lands Studies, Vol. V, pg 73-79, 1989. 
Britton, Charles, John Hehr, and Thomas Graff, "Climat~. Recreation, and Water Impoundments as 
Determinants of Retirement Community Locations in Western United States, • Forum of the Association 
for Arid Lands Studies, Vol. VI,l990. 
Britton, Charles and John Hehr, • An Analysis of Economic Performance of Different Arid States as 
Measured by Banking Data,· Forum of the Association for Arid Lands Studies, Vol. VII, 7 pages, 1991 . 
Britton, Charles and Richard Ford, • A Preliminary Investigation to Determine the Economic Implications 
of teh "404" Permits for Constructing Agriculturally Related Reservoirs in Arkansas, • Published by 
Arkansas Water Resources Center, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, U. S. Department of Interior, 
56 pgs., 1992. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1981-present 
1974-1981 
1971-1974 
Fall 1970 
1967-1970 
1966-1967 
1965-1966 
1964-1965 
1963-1964 
1962-1963 
1960-1962 
ARTHUR V. BROWN 
STREAM ECOLOGY, LIMNOLOGY AND BIOLOGY 
Department of Biological Sciences 
SCEN 629 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-6357 
B.S., Sam Houston State University, 1962-66 
M.A., Sam Houston State University, 1962-66 
Ph.D. , North Texas State University, 1974 
Associate Professor, Department of Zoology, University of Arkansas 
Assistant Professor, Department of Zoology, University of Arkansas 
Lecturer, Botany and Zoology, North Texas State University 
Instructor, Botany, North Texas State University 
Instructor, General Biology, San Antonio College 
Teacher, Biology, MacArthur High School 
Teacher, Science, New Waverly High School 
Teaching Fellow, Botany & Zoology, Sam Houston State University 
Teacher, Biology, Alvin High School 
Teacher, Science, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, 
LivingstonHighSchool 
Undergraduate Lab Instructor, Botany & Zoology, Sam Houston State 
University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Ecological Society of America, North American Benthological Society, Great Plains Limnology 
Association, Arkansas Academy of Sciences, Sigma Xi Scientific Research Society, National Science 
Foundation Ecology Panel 1987-90. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Stream Ecology, Cave Ecology, Endangered Species, Benthos, Geomorphology, Water Quality 
Monitoring. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 35 
Chapters in Books: 1 
Miscellaneous Publications: 12 
Research Presentations/ Abstract: 0 
National and International Meetings: 26 
Regional Meetings: 41 
25 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Brown, A. V. and W. J. Matthews, "Streams of the Central United States, • IN PRESS, River and Stream 
Ecosystems. Elsevier Press, Amsterdam. 
Brown, A. V. and P. P. Brussock, "Comparisons of Benthic Invertebrates Between Riffles and Pools, • 
Hydrobiologia 220: 99-108, 1991. 
Brussock, P. P. and A. V. Brown, "Riffle-Pool Geomorphology Disrupts Longitudinal patterns of Stream 
Benthos, • Hydrobiologia 220: 190-117 pg., 1991. 
Brown, A. V., R. L. Limbeck and M. D. Schram, "Trophic Importance of Zooplankton in Streams with 
Riffle and Pool Geomorphometry," Arch. Hydrobiol. 114: pgs 349-367, 1989. 
Resh, V. H. , A. V. Brown, A. P. Covich, M. E. Gurtz, H. W. Li, G. W. Minshall, S. R. Reice, A. L. Sheldon, 
J. B. Wallace and R. Wissmar, "The Role of Disturbance Theory in Stream Ecology, • J. N. American 
Benthol. Society 7: 433-455 pgs., 1988. 
Brussock, P. P., A. V. Brown and J. C. Dixon, "Channel Form and Stream Ecosystem Models," Water 
Resources Bulletin 21(9): pgs 859-867, 1985. 
26 
DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1990-present 
1988-1990 
1984-1988 
1981-1984 
1978-1981 
1974-1978 
1972-1974 
MALCOLM K. CLEAVELAND 
GEOGRAPHY 
Department of Geography 
l08A Ozark Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-3159 
B. A., Johns Hopkins University, 1963 
B. S., Clemson University, 1972 
M. S., Clemson University, 1975 
Ph. D., University of Arizona, 1983 
Assistant Professor, Geography, University of Arkansas 
Research Assistant Professor, Geography, University of Arkansas 
Research Associate, Geography, University of Arkansas 
Consultant, Computer Programming 
Botanist, U. S. Geological Survey 
Research Associate, Lab of Tree-Ring Research, University of Arizona 
BelleW. Baruch Fellow, Department of Forestry, Clemson University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, American Meteorological Society, American 
Quaternary Association, Arkansas Academy of Sciences, Sigma Xi, Xi Sigma Pi. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Various methods of analysis and statistical treatment of tree rings, including X-ray densitometry of wood, 
paleoclimatology and paleohydrology. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 11 
Chapters in Books: 4 
Miscellaneous Publications: 9 
Research Presentations/ Abstract: 13 
National and International Meetings: 7 
Regional Meetings: 6 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Cleaveland, M. K. and D. N. Duvick, "Iowa Climat~ Reconstructed From Tree Rings, 1640·1982," Water 
Resources Research, 28: pgs 2607-2615, 1992. 
27 
Cleaveland, M. K., E. R. Cook and D. W. Stahle, "Secular Variability of the Southern Oscillation in Tree-
Ring Data from Mexico and the Southern United States, • El Nino: Historical and Paleoclimatic Aspects of 
the Southern OsciiJation. Cambridge Press, pgs 271-291, 1992. 
Cleaveland, M. K., "Volcanic Effects on Colorado Plateau Douglas-Fir Tree Rings," The Year Without A 
Summer, World Climate in 1816. Canadian Museum of Nature, pgs 115-123, 1992. 
Stahle, D. W. and M. K. Cleaveland, "Reconstruction and Analysis of Spring Rainfall Over the 
Southeastern USA for the Past 1,000 Years,• Bulletin American Meteorological Society, 73: 1947-1961, 
1992. 
Stahle, D. W., M. K. Cleaveland, and R. S. Cerveny, "Tree-Ring Reconstructed Sunshine Duration over 
the Central United States, • Internal. J. of Climatology 11: pgs 285-295, 1991. 
Cleaveland, M. K. and D. W. Stahle, "Tree Ring Analysis of Surplus and Deficit Runoff in the White River, 
Arkansas," Water Resources Research 25: pgs 1391-1401, 1989. 
28 
DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1991-Present 
1991-1983 
1983-1980 
1974-1979 
RICKY C. CLIFFf 
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING 
Department of Engineering 
P. 0. Box 1740 
Arkansas State University 
State University, AR 72467 
501·912·2088 
B. S. , University of Arkansas 
M. S., University of Arkansas 
Ph.D., University of Houston 
Professor, Arkansas State University 
Associate Professor, Arkansas State University 
Assistant Professor, Arkansas State University 
Project Engineer, S & B Engineers Inc. 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Water Environment Federation, International Water Quality Association, American Society of Civil 
Engineers. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Industrial and municipal wastewater treatment 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 7 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 5 
Research Presentations/ Abstract: 0 
National and International Meetings: 5 
Regional Meetings: 10 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Clifft, R. C., "Gas Phase Control for Oxygen Activated Sludge, • Journal of Environmental Engr. Div., 
ASCE, 118:390, 1992. 
Clifft, R. C. and M. T. Garrett, "Improved Oxygen Dissolution Control for Oxygen Activated Sludge,· 
Water Science & Tech, 20: 101, 1988. 
Clifft, R. C. and M. Barnett, "Gas Transfer Kinetics in Oxygen Activated Sludge, • Journal of Environmental 
En gr. Division, ASCE, 114:415, 1988. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
July 1991-present 
July 1987-present 
Aug. 1987-Aug. 1988 
Aug. 1982-July 1987 
Sept. 1979-Aug. 1982 
June 1978-Sept. 1979 
MARK COCHRAN 
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS 
Department of Agri Econ & Rural Society 
AGRI 221 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-2281 
B. S., New Mexico State University, 1974 
M. S., Michigan State University, 1976 
Ph. D., Michigan State University, 1982 
Professor, Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, University of 
Arkansas 
Associate Professor, Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, 
University of Arkansas 
Visiting Associate Professor, Department of Agricultural Economics, 
Texas A&M University 
Assistant Professor, Agricultural Economics and Rural Sociology, 
University of Arkansas 
Research Specialist, Michigan State Univeristy 
Research Specialist, Michigan State Univeristy 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Agricultural Economics Association, Western Agricultural Economics Association, Council for 
Agricultural Science and Technology, Southern Associaton of Agricultural Economics, Northeastern 
Agricultural and Resource Economics Association and Gamma Sigma Delta. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Economic analysis of impact of fann production decisions on the natural resource base of state and 
nation. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 25 
Chapters n Books: 4 
Miscellaneous Publications: 26 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 21 
Regional Meetings: 17 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Carlson, G., M. Cochran, M. Marra and D. Zilberman, • Agricultural Resource Economics and the 
Environment , • Review of Agricultural Economics, 1992, 
pgs. 313-326. 
30 
Parsch, Lucas D., Mark J. Cochran, Kalven L. Trice, and H. Don Scott, "Biophysical Simulation of Wheat 
and Soybean to Assess the Impact of Timeliness on Double-cropping Economics, • Modeling Plant and 
Soil Systems, pgs. 501-524, Agronomy Monograph 31, ASA-CSSA-SSSA, Madison, WI, 1991. 
Cochran , M. and K. Bryant, "Influence of Loan Terms on the Maximum Bid Price for Center Pivot 
Irrigation Systems Used in Soybean Production, • Journal of Fann Managers and Rural Sppraisers, Vol. 
53, No. 1, pgs 17-25, 1989. 
Cochran, M. J., and J. W. Mjelde, "Obtaining Lower and Upper Bounds on the Value of Seasonal Climate 
Forecasts as a Function of Risk Preferences, • Western Journal of Agricultural Economics, Vol. 13 No. 2, 
1988, pgs. 285-293. 
Cochran, M. J., Mike Tessaro, J. M. Redfern, L. Childress, M. Rutledge, and R. Raskin, "Agricultural and 
Fish and Wildlife Water Demand in the Ouachita River Basin," Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station, 
Bulletin No. 904. September 1987. 
Miranowski, J. and M. Cochran, "Economics of Land in Agriculture, • Chapter 9 in Agricultural and 
Environomental Resource Economics, Ed. G. Carlson, D. Zilbeima and J. Miranowski, Oxford University 
Press, pgs. 392-440, 1993. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1990-present 
1978-1990 
1975-1978 
1968-1978 
1961-1968 
Summer of 
1961 & 1964 
1957-1961 
1952-1957 
1951-1957 
Summer of 
1951,1953,1954 & 1955 
EDWARD E. DALE, JR. 
ECOLOGY, PLANT SCIENCE 
Department of Biological Sciences 
Science-Engineering Bldg. Rm 601 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-6350 
B. A., University of Oklahoma, 1942 
M. 5., University of Oklahoma, 1947 
Ph. D., University of Nebraska, 1951 
Professor Emeritus, University of Arkansas 
Professor of Botany, University of Arkansas 
Professor and Chairman, Dept. of Botany and Microbiology, University 
of Arkansas 
Professor, Botany, University of Arkansas 
Associate Professor, Botany, University of Arkansas 
Visiting Associate Professor, University of 
Oklahoma 
Assistant Professor, University of Arkansas 
Assistant Professor, Biology, Texas Christian University 
Assistant Professor, Biology, Baylor University 
Ranger-Naturalist, National Park Service, Platt 
National Park, Sulphur, Oklahoma 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Ecological Society of America, Botanical Society of America, Arkansas Academy Science, Southwest~m 
Association of Naturalists, Southern Appalachian Botanical Club, Natural Areas Association, Phi Beta 
Kappa, Sigma Xi, and Gamma Sigma Delta. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Vegetation communities of Arkansas, native prairie restoration and management, studies of rare or 
endangered plant species and ecosystems, effects of human influence such as pollution, stream 
chaMelization, impoundments, etc. on natural vegetation, effects of frequency and duration of flooding 
on occurrence of forest vegetation types in the central Mississippi Delta region. Plant-Water 
Relationships, Riparian Vegetation, Soil-Water Relationships, Plant Growth, Plants Stress and Wetlands. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 29 
Chapters in Books: 
Miscellaneous Publications: 38 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 62/52 
National and International Meetings: 75 
Regional Meetings: 65 
32 
SELECTED PUBLICATlONS: 
Dale, E. E., Jr. (IN PRESS)"Topographic Features and Vegetation of Wetland Forests of the Central 
Mississippi Delta Region," In: James, D. A. et al. Birds of the Central Mississippi Delta Region, Bird 
Conservation Vol. 4, University of Wisconsin Press. 
Dale, E. E., Jr., "The Vegetation of Arkansas," The Arkansas Naturalist, 1986, Vol. 4 pgs. 6-27. 
Dale, E. E., "Wetland Forest Communities as Indicators of Flooding in River BottomJands," Arkansas 
Water Resources Research Center Publication No. 106, 1984, 95 pgs. 
Dale, E. E., Jr., G. T. Johnson and P. M. Kuroda, "Major Wetland Forest Communities of the U. S. Army 
Engineer District, Vicksburg: A Phytosociological Assessment," Technical Report EL 814, Environmental 
Laboratory, U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, 1981, 94pg. 
Dale, E. E., Jr., and D. L. Zachry, "Potential National Natural Landmarks of the Interior Highlands Natural 
Region, Central United States," University of Arkansas and National Park Service, 1979, 272 pgs. 
Dale, E. E., Jr., and J. R. Sullivan, "Final Report on Composition and Abundance of Vegetation Inhabiting 
Water Fluctuation Zones of Beaver and Bull Shoals Lakes, • Fish and Wildlife Service and Arkansas Water 
Resources Research Center, University of Arkansas, 1978, 87 pgs. 
Dale, E. E.,Jr., R. L. Meyer, T. M. Buchanan and R. T. Huffman, "Environmental Evaluation of Report on 
Various Completed Channel Improvement Projects in Eastern Arkansas," Arkansas Water Resources 
Research Center Publication No. 30, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and University of Arkansas, 1975, 45 
pgs. 
Dale, E. E.,Jr., A. F. Posey, P. L. Raines, D. L. House, and D. L. Zachry, "Environmental Evaluation 
Report on Big Mulberry Creek Basin in Franklin, Madison, Newton, Johnson and Crawford Counties, 
Arkansas," Arkansas Water Resources Research Center Publication No. 21, U. S. Army Corps of 
Engineers and University of Arkansas, 1974, 31 pgs. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1989-present 
1985-1989 
1979-1984 
1973-1979 
1972-1973 
1968-1972 
1966-1968 
TOMMY C. DANIEL 
SOILS, WATER QUALITY, AGRONOMY 
Department of Agronomy 
Plant Sciences 115 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-5720 
B. S., Texas A & M University, 1963 
M. S., University of Wisconsin, 1966 
Ph. D., University of Wisconsin, 1972 
Professor, University of Arkansas 
Professor, University of Wisconsin 
Associate Professor, Unviersity of Wisconsin 
Assistant Professor, Unviersity of Wisconsin 
Postdoctoral, University of Wisconsin 
Research Assistant, University of Wisconsin 
Teacher of Soil Science and Chern School of Agriculture, lbdan, Nigeria 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society of Agronomy, Soil Science Society of America, American Water Resources 
Association, European Society of Agronomy, and Gamma Sigma Delta. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Water Quality, Nonpoint Pollution, Solute Transport and Animal Waste. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 43 
Chapters in Books: 3 
Miscellaneous Publications: 55 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 47 
National and International Meetings: 9 
Regional Meetings: 32 
SELECfED PUBLICATIONS: 
Edwards. D. R. and T. C. Daniel, • Abstractions and Runoff From Fescue Plots Receiving Poultry Litter 
and Swine Manure, • Transactions of the ASAE, 36: pgs. 405-411, 1993. 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, "Effects of Poultry Litter Application Rate and Rainfall Intensity on 
Quality of Runoff From Fuscuegrass Plots," Journal of Environmental Quality, 22: pgs. 361-365, 1993. 
34 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, "Potential Runoff Quality Effects of Poultry Manure Slurry Applied to 
Fescue Plots," Transactions of the ASAE, 36: pgs. 1827-1832, 1993. 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, "Runoff Quality Impacts of Swine Manure Applied to Fescue Plots, 36: 
pgs. 81-86, 1993. 
Wietersen, R. C. , T. C. Daniel, K. J. Fermanich, B. D. Girard, K. McSweeney and B. Lowery, "Atrazine, 
alachlor, and metolachlor Mobility Through Two Sandy Wisconsin Soils," Jouornal Environmental Quality, 
22: pgs. 811-818, 1993. 
Wietersen, R. C. , T. C. Daniel, K. J. Fermanich, B. Lowery and K. McSweeney, "lrrigatin and Polymer 
Effects on Herbicide Transport Through the Unsaturated Zone of a Sparta Sand," Journal Environmental 
Quality, 22: pgs. 818-824, 1993. 
Daniel, T. C. , D. R. Edwards and A. N . Sharpley, "Effect of Extractable Soil Surface Phosphorus on 
Runoff Water Quality," Transaction of the ASAE, 36: pgs. 1079-1085, 1993. 
Sharpley, A. N., T.C. Daniel and D. R. Edwards, "Phosphorus Movement in the Landscape, • Journal 
Prod. Agriculture, (IN PRESS) 1994. 
Moore, P. A. Jr., T. C. Daniel, A. N. Sharpely and C. W. Wood, "Poultry Manure Management," Journal 
Soil Water Conservation, (IN PRESS), 1994. 
Daniel, T. C., A. N. Sharpley, D. R. Edwards, R. Wedepohl, and J. L. Lemunyon, "Minimizing Surface 
Water Eutrophication from Agriculture by Phosphorous Management, • Journal Soil Water Conservation, 
(IN PRESS), 1994. 
Sharpley, A. N. , S. C. Chapra, R. Wedepohl, J. T. Sims, T. C. Daniel and K. R. Reddy, "Managing 
Agricultural Phosphorus fro Protection of Surface Waters: Issues and Options," Journal Environmental 
Quality, (IN PRESS), 1994. 
Pote, D. H., T . C. Daniel, D. R. Edwards, J. D. Mattice and D. B. Wickliff, "Effects of Drying and Rainfall 
Intensity on Cyromazine Loss From Surface Applied Caged-Layer Manure," Journal Environmental 
Quality, (IN PRESS), 1994. 
Nichols, D. J., T. C. Daniel,and D. R. Edwards, "Effect of Incorporation of Poultry Litter and Inorganic 
Fertilizer on Runoff From Fescue Pasture, Soil Sceince of America Journal, (IN PRESS), 1994. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1993-present 
1988-1993 
DWAYNE R. EDWARDS 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Biological & Agricultural Engineering Dept. 
203 Engineering Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-2351 
B. S., University of Arkansas, 1984 
M. S., University of Arkansas, 1986 
Ph. D., Oklahoma State University, 1988 
Associate Professor, Biological/ Agricultural Engineering, University of 
Arkansas 
Assistant Professor, Biological! Agricultural Engineering, University of 
Arkansas 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society of Agricultural Engineers, Arkansas Society of Professional Engineers, American Water 
Resources Association, Alpha Epsilon, Gamma Sigma Delta, Phi Kappa Phi, and Tau Beta Pi. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Nonpoint Source Pollution, Water Quality, Hydrologic Modeling, Agricultural Wastes. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 23 
Miscellaneous Publications: 30 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 17 
National and International Meetings: 16 
Regional Meetings: 1 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Edwards, D. R., T. C. Daniel and 0. Marbun, "Determination of Best Timing for Poultry Waste Disposal: A 
Modeling Approach, • Water Resources Bulletin 28(3), pgs. 487-494, 1992. 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, • Abstractions and Runoff From Poultry Litter and Swine Manure Slurry 
Surface-Applied to Fescuegrass Plots," Transactions of the ASAE, 36(2) pgs. 405-4ll, 1993. 
Edwards, D. R. and T . C. Daniel, "Potential Runoff Quality Effects of Poultry Manure Slurry Surface-
applied to Fescue Plots," Transactions of the ASAE, 35(6), pgs. 1827-1832, 1992. 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, "Effects of Poultry Litter Application Rate and Rainfall Intensity on 
Quality of Runoff From Fescuegrass Plots, • Journal of Environmental Quality, 22, pgs. 361-365, 1993. 
36 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, "Disposal of On-Farm Poultry Waste and Environmental Impacts-A 
review, • Bioresource Technology 41, pgs. 9-33, 1992. 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, "Runoff Quality Impacts of Swine Manure Slurry Applied to Fescue 
Plots, • Transactions of the ASAE, 36(1), pgs. 81-86, 1993. 
Edwards, D. R., J. A. Ferguson and E. 0. Fryar, • Analyzing Conjunctive Use Reservoir Performance for 
Soybean Irrigation in Arkansas: Part I-Development of a Simulation Model, • Transactions of the ASAE 35 
(1), pgs. 129-135, 1992. 
Edwards, D. R., E. 0. Fryar and J. A. Ferguson, "Analyzing Conjunctive Use Reservoir Performance for 
Soybean Irrigation in Arkansas: Part IT-Model Application, • Transactions of the ASAE 35(1), pgs. 137-142, 
1992. 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, "Effect of Surface-applied Poultry Waste Source on Infiltration and 
Runoff, • Arkansas Farm Research 41(3), pgs. 13-14, 1992. 
Edwards, D. R., L. D. Norton, T. C. Daniel, J. T. Walker, D. L. Ferguson, and G. A. Dwyer, "Performance 
of a Rainfall Simulator," Arkansas Farm Research 41(2}, pgs. 13-14, 1992. 
Edwards, D. R. and C. T. Haan, "Combining Site and Regional Information to Reduce Uncertainty in 
Peak Flow Estimates, • Transactions of the ASAE 33(4) pgs. 1208-1216, 1990. 
Edwards, D. R., 0. Marbun, and T. C. Daniel, "Use of the EPIC Model to Identify Optimal Timing of 
Broiler Litter Disposal, • Proc. CIGR Int. Sem. on Environmental Challenges and Solutions in Agricultural 
Engineering, As, Norway, 1991. 
Edwards, D. R., • Analyzing Uncertainty in Predicted Event Erosion for Small Rangeland Watersheds," 
Transactions of the ASAE 33(4) pgs. 1141-1146, 1990. 
Cahoon, J. T., J. A. Ferguson, D. R. Edwards, and P. L. Tacker, • A Microcomputer Based Irrigation Fort 
the Humid Mid-South Region, • Applied Engineering in Agriculture 6(3), pgs. 289-295. 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, "Comparison of Effects of Organic and Inorganic Fertilizers on Runoff 
Quality, • Water Resources Bulletin (IN PRESS). 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, "Drying Interval Effects on Runoff From Fescue Plots Receiving Swine 
Manure, • Transactions of the ASAE (IN PRESS). 
Edwards, D. R. and T. C. Daniel, "Quality of Runoff From Fescuegrass Plots Treated with Poultry Litter 
and Inorganic Fertilizer," Journal of Environmental Quality (IN PRESS). 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1992-present 
1990-1992 
1987-1990 
1986 
1984-1986 
G. L. ''JERRY" FARRIS 
AQUATIC ECOTOXlCOLOGY 
Department of Biological Sciences 
Arkansas State University 
P. 0. Box 599 
State University, AR 72467 
501-972-3082 
B. S., Arkansas State University, 1979 
M. S., Arkansas State University, 1981 
Ph. D., Virginia Tech, 1986 
Assistant Professor, Arkansas State University 
Visiting Assistant Professor, Virginia Tech 
Research Scientist, University Center for Environmental Studies 
Post-Doctoral Research Associate, Virginia Tech 
Research Assistant, Virginia Tech 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
North American Benthological Society, Society of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry and Sigma 
Xi. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Derivation of site-specific water quality criteria, Integrated field and laboratory bioassessments, Use of 
molluscs as monitors of water quality, Comparisons of standardized bioassay procedures with 
biomarkers for in-field estimation of the effects of contaminants and Development of sediment criteria 
and testing bioaccumolation of sediment pollutants. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 16 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 21 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 48 
Regional Meetings: 3 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Farris, J. L., S. E. Belanger, D. S. Cherry and J. Cairns, Jr., "Cellulolytic Activity as a Novel Approach to 
Assess Long-Term Zinc Stress to Corbicula, • Water Research 23{10), pgs. 1275-1283, 1989. 
Farris, J. L., J. H. van Hassel, S. E. Belanger, D. S. Cherry and J. Cairns, Jr., "Application of Cellulolytic 
Activity of Corbicula to In-Stream Monitoring of Power Plant Effluents, • Environmental Toxicology and 
Chemistry 7, pgs. 701-713, 1988. 
38 
Belanger, S. E., J . L. Farris and D. S. Cherry, "Influence of Diet, Water Hardness, and Population Source 
Upon Acute and Chronic Toxicity of Copper to Ceriodaphnia dubia, • Archives of Environmental 
Contamination and Toxicology 18, pgs. 601-611, 1989. 
Belanger, S. E., J. L. Farris, D. S. Cherry and J. Cairns, Jr., "Validation of Corbicula Growth as a Stress 
Response to Copper in Artificial and Natural Streams, • Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic 
Sciences 47(5) pgs. 904-914, 1990. 
Clements, W. H., J . L. Farris, D. S. Cherry and J. Cairns, Jr. , "The Influence of Water Quality on 
Macro invertebrate Community Responses to Copper in Outdoor Experimental Streams, • Aquatic 
Toxicology 14, pgs. 249-262, 1989. 
Cherry, D. S., J. L. Farris, J. R. Bidwell, A. Mikailoff, R. L. Schema and J. W. Mcintire, • Application of a 
Molluscicide and Environmental Fate and Effects of the Beaver Valley Power Station, Duquesne Light 
Company, • Proceedings of the 1990 EPRI Macrofouling Symposium. Electric Power Research Institute, 
Palo Alto, CA, 1990. 
Belanger, S. E., D. S. Cherry, J. L. Farris, K. G. Sappington and J. Cairns, Jr., "Sensitivity of the Asiatic 
Clam to Various Biocidal Control Agents, • Journal of the American Water Works Association 83(10) pgs. 
79-87, 1991. 
Haag, W. R., D. J . Berg, E. W. Garton and J. L. Farris, "Reduced Survival and Fitness in Native Bivalves 
in Response to Fouling by the Introduced Zebra mussel (Dreissena polymorpba) in Western Lake Erie," 
Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences, 50(1), pgs. 13-19, 1993. 
Jacobson, P. J., J. L. Farris, R. J. Neves and D. S. Cherry, "Use of Neutral Red to Assess Survival of 
Juvenile Freshwater Mussel (Bivalvia:Unionidae) in Bioassays," Trans. Am. Micros. Soc., 112 (1), pgs. 78-
80, 1993. 
Jacobson, P. J ., J . L. Farris, R. J. Neves and D. S. Cherry, "Juvenile Freshwater Mussel (Bivalvia: 
Unionidae) Responses to Acute Toxicity Testing with Cooper, • Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, 
pgs. 879-883, 1993. 
Farris, J. L., J. L. Grudzein, S. E. Belanger, D. S. Cherry and J. Cairns, Jr., "Molluscan Cellulolytic Activity 
Responses to Zinc Exposure in Laboratory in Laboratory and Field Stream Comparison, • Hydrobiologia, 
IN PRESS. 
Belanger, S. E., D. H. Davidson and J. L. Farris, "Effects of Cationic Surfactant Exposure to a Bivalve 
Mollusc in Stream Mesocosms," Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, pgs. 1789-1802, 1993. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1981-present 
1983-1989 
1981-1983 
1978-1981 
Summer 1980 & 1981 
1977-1978 
1976-1977 
RICHARD K. FORD 
ECONOMICS 
Department of Economics & Finance 
University of AR-Little Rock 
2801 S. University Ave. 
Little Rock, AR 72204 
501-564-8876 
B. S. B. A., University of Arkansas, 1975 
M. B. A., University of Arkansas, 1976 
Ph. D., University of Arkansas, 1979 
Professor of Economics, University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Associate Professor of Economics, University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Assistant Professor of Economics, University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Assistant Professor of Economics, Eastern Kentucky University 
Visiting Assistant Professor in Economics & Statistics, University of 
Arkansas 
Instructor in Data Processing & Quantitative Analysis, University of 
Arkansas 
Graduate Teaching Assistant in Economics, University of Arkansas 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
University Council on Water Resources 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Water economics, Resource economics, and Environmental economics 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 12 
Chapters in Books: 1 
Miscellaneous Publications: 35 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 50 
National and International Meetings: 8 
Regional Meetings: 40 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Ford, R. K. and J. A. Ziegler, "Water Rights and an Economic Approach to Arkansas' Water Code 
Search," Published by the Arkansas Bureau of Economic Research in compliance with Arkansas Act 885 
of 1985, 1986. 
Ford, R. K., • An Examination of the Arkansas Sand and Gravel Royalty Program, • Published by the 
Arkansas Industrial Research and Extension Center, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 1983. 
Ford, R. K., "Navigational Cost Allocation: The Arkansas River Example, • Arkansas Industrial Research 
and Extension Center, University of Arkansas at Little Rock, 1982. 
Ford, R. K. and J. A. Ziegler, "Residential Demand for Urban Water in Arkansas; Arkansas Water 
Resources Commission, 1980. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1987-present 
1986-1987 
1985-1986 
PAUL B. FRANCIS 
PLANT SCIENCE, SOIL SCIENCE 
Agriculture Department 
University of Arkansas-Monticello 
Monticello, AR 71655 
501460-1314 
B. S., Natural Resources Management-Soil and Water 
Conservation, University of Tennessee 
M. S. , Soil Management, Iowa State University 
Ph. D., Plant & Soil Science, University of Tennessee 
Assistant Professor, University of Arkansas at Monticello 
Landscaping, Self-employed 
Assistant Professor, University of Tennessee 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society of Agronomy, Soil Science Society of America. Crop Science Society of America, 
Alpha Zeta National Honorary Fraternity, Soil and Water 
Conservation Society. National Association of Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture, American Forages 
and Grasslands Council, Arkansas Academy of Sciences, Designated Representative-Arkansas 
Department of Health, Division of Sanitation East. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Soil strength and resistance to raindrop impact, the influence if soil and crop management on the 
microclimate, and organic fanning. Current water related research concerns effects of soil conditioners 
on water infiltration, percolation and yield of agronomic crops. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 4 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 4 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 4 
Regional Meetings: 2 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Francis, Paul B., WMeasuring the Chemistry Expertise of an Incoming Class in 
Introductory Soil Science: A guide to course preparation," Journal of Agronomy Education 17 (2), pgs. 
135-137, 1988. 
Francis, Paul B. and W. L. Parks, "Influence of Rowspacing on the Canopy Carbon Dioxide Profile of 
"Essex" Soybeans," Agronomy Journal 80, pgs. 578-581 , 1988. 
Francis, Paul B. and R. M. Cruse, "Soil Water Mntric Potential Effects on Aggregate Stability," Soil 
Science Society of America Journal 47, pgs. 578-581,1983. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1989-present 
1984-1989 
Summers 1985-1987 
Summers 1985,1986 
JAMES B. GRAHAM III 
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY 
Department of Chemistry 
Henderson State University 
Box 7870 
Arkadelphia, AR 71999-0001 
501-246-5511 ext. 3347 
B. S. , Chemistry, Arkansas Tech University, 1984 
Ph. D., Inorganic Chemistry, University of Arkansas, 1990 
Assistant Professor, Henderson State University 
Teaching Assistant, University of Arkansas 
Research Assistant, University of Arkansas 
Chemist, U. S. Forest Service 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Chemical Society, Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society, and Sigma Xi Research Fraternity. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
NOT PROVIDED 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 6 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 0 
Research Presentations/Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 2 
Regional Meetings: 1 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Oakley, R. T, R. W. Reed, A. W. Cordes, S. L. Craig and J. B. Graham, "1,2,4,6-Selenatriazinyl Radicals 
and Dimers; Preparation and Structural Characterization of 1-Chloro-3, 5-diphenyl-1,2,4,6-selenatriarine 
and Bis, Journal of the American Chemical Society, 1987. 
Boere, R. T. , A. W. Cordes, S. L. Craig, J. B. Graham, R. T. Oakley, and J. A. Privett, "Configurational 
Isomerism in Trithiatetrazocines; Preparation and Crystal Structures of exo-and endo-3-
Triphenylarsinimino-7-phenyl-1 ,3,5 ,2,4 ,6,8-trithiatetrazocine, • Journal of the Chemical Society Chemical 
Communications, 1986. 
Graham, J. B. and A. W. Cordes, "Structure of 1 ,3-Dichloro-5-phenyl-1 ,3,2,4,6-dithiatriazine," Acta 
Crystallographic, 1985. 
42 
Boere, R. T. , C. L. French, R. T. Oakley, A. W. Cordes, J. A. Privett, S. L. Craig, and J. B. Graham, 
•preparation and Interconversion of Dithiatriazine Derivatives: Crystal, Molecular and Electronic Structure 
of Bis(5-phenyl-1,3,2,4,6-dithiatriaz.ine)," Journal of the American Chemical Society, 1985. 
Mike, C., T. Nelson, J. Graham, A. W. Cordes, and N. T. Allison, "Synthesis and Structures of 
Dibenzometallacyclohexa-2,5-dienes, • Organometallics, 1988. 
Cordes, A. W., J. B. Graham, J. Lu, R. Ferede, and N. T. Allison, "Structure of a Fischer Carbene 
Complex (CO)SW = C(OEt)[ -1-(8-lodonaphthyl)], • Acta Crystallographic, 1989. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1990-present 
1985-1990 
MARK A. GROSS 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Department of Electronics & Instrumentation 
University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
2801 S. University 
Little Rock, AR 72204 
501-569-8042 
B. S., Civil Engineering, University of Arkansas, 1980 
M. S., Civil Engineering, University of Arkansas, 1981 
Ph.D., Engineering, University of Arkansas, 1984 
Associate Professor,Dept. of Electronics & Instrumentation 
University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Assistant Professor, Graduate Institute of Technology, 
University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Registered Professional Engineer in Arkansas, Mississippi and Tennessee. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Onsite wastewater treatment-virus studies, filtration, soil absorption. Instrumentation for identifying 
organisms in water by using computerized image processing systems-particularly Giardia Iamblia. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 12 
Chapters in aooks: 2 
Miscellaneous Publications: 1 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 
National and International Meetings: 
Regional Meetings: 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Gross, M., J. Hestir, D. C. Wolf and E. M. Rutledge, "Using Viruses to Examine Soil Treatment of Septic 
Tank Effluent, • Arkansas Academy of Science, 1991. 
Gross, M., S. Neal, B. Ederington and R. Muldoon, • A Comparison of Pressurized and Gravity 
Distribution Systems for Wastewater Treatment, • Arkansas Academy of Science, 1990. 
Teppen, B. J., E. M. Rutledge, D. C. Wolf and M. A. Gross, "Septic Tank Filter Field Designs for Soils 
with Perched Aquic Conditions, • Agronomy Abstracts, 1990. 
Gross, M. A. and D. T. Mitchell, "Virus Removal by Sand Filtration of Septic Tank Effluent, • Journal of 
Environmental Engineering, American Society of Civil Engineers, Vol. 116, No. 4, pgs. 711-720, 1990. 
Gross, M. A., "Virus Removal by the Stanford Onsite Wastewater Treatment System," Arkansas Water 
Resources Research Center, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, 1990. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1992-present 
1983-1992 
1979-1983 
MARGARETJ.GUCCIONE 
GEOLOGY 
Department of Geology 
118 Ozark Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-3354 
B. S., St. Joseph College, 1969 
M. S., Miami University, 1972 
Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1982 
Adjunct Professor, University of Arkansas 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, University of Arkansas 
Lecturer, University of Arkansas 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Registered Professional Geologist-Arkansas, Geology Society of America, American Soil Science Society 
of America, American Association of Petroleum Geology, American Quaternary Association. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Fluvial geomorphology and sedimentation, soils, neotectonics and earth science education. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 12 
Chapters in Books: 5 
Miscellaneous Publications: 15 
Research Presentation/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 11 
Regional Meetings: 14 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
"Grain-size distribution of Overbank Sediment and Its Use to Locate Channel Positions," In Press in 
Special Volume on The Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on Fluvial Sedimentology. 
"Origin of the "Sunklands" in the New Madrid Seismic Zone: Tectonic or Alluvial Drowning, • 
Seismological Research Letters, Vol. 62, pgs. 171-172, 1992. 
"Quaternary Geology of the Osage Plains and Interior Highlands," The Geology of North America v. K-2, 
Quaternary Nonglacial Geology: Contenninous U. S., Geological Society of America, pgs. 503-546, 1991. 
Sabo, George III, M. J. Guccione, S. L. Dunavan, and S. L. Scott, "Geomorphology of the Buffalo River,· 
Archeological Investigations at 3MR89-Area D, the Rush Development Area, Buffalo National River, 
Arkansas, Vol. II, Southwest Cultural Resources Center Professional Papers, No. 39, pgs. 23-63, 1992. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1993-present 
1979-1993 
1970-1979 
1967-1970 
Spring 1967 
1962-1966 
1960-1962 
GEORGE L. HARP 
LIMNOLOGY, ENTOMOLOGY 
Department of Biological Sciences 
P. 0. Box 599 
Arkansas State University 
State University, AR 72467 
501·912·3082 
B. A., Zoology, Univ. of Kansas, 1958 
M. A. , Zoology, Univ. of Missouri, 1963 
Ph.D., Zoology, Univ. of Missouri, 1969 
Professor, Environmental Biology, Arkansas State University 
Professor, Zoology, Arkansas State University 
Associate Professor, Zoology, Arkansas State University 
Assistant Professor, Zoology, Arkansas State University 
Instructor, University of Missouri 
Research Assistant, University of Missouri 
Graduate Teaching Assistant, University of Missouri 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Arkansas Academy of Science, Tennessee Entomological Society, Southwestern Association of 
Naturalists, Sigma Xi, North American Benthological Society, Freshwater Biological Association-Great 
Britain, International Odontological Society, Dragonfly Society of America, and North American 
Plecopterists Society. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Ecology of altered aquatic ecosystems, especially mineral acid pollution of lakes and streams, cold-water 
discharge from impoundments, stream channelization and organic enrichment. Ecology and 
identification of aquatic insects, especially Odonata, Hemiptera and Coleoptera. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 48 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 14 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 19 
Regional Meetings: 41 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Harp, G. L. and R. S. Campbell, "Effects of the Herbicide Silvex on Benthos of a Farm Pond," Journal of 
Wildlife Management 28(2), pgs 208-217, 1964. 
46 
Harp, G. L. and R. S. Campbell, "The Distribution of Tendipes plumosus (Linne) in Mineral Acid Water," 
Limnology Oceanogr. 12(2), pgs. 260-263, 1967. 
Robison, H. W. and G. L. Harp, "A pre-impoundment Limnological Study of the Strawberry River in 
Northeastern Arkansas, • Proc. Arkansas Academy of Science 25: pgs. 70-78, 1971. 
Harp, G. L. and R. Hubbard, "The Limnology of Four Bauxite Open Pit Lakes," Proc. Arkansas Academy 
of Science 26: pgs. 47-51, 1972. 
McGary, J. L. and G. L. Harp, "The Benthic Macroinvertebrate Community of the Greer's Ferry Reservoir 
Cold Tailwater, Little Red River, • proc. XXVI Annual Conference Southeast Association Game and Fish 
Conunission, pgs. 490-500, 1972. 
Harp, G. L. and J. Rickett, "The Dragonflies (Anisoptera) of Arkansas," Arkansas Academy of Science 31: 
pgs. 50-54, 1977. 
Mauney, M. and G. L. Harp, "The Effects of Channelization on Fish Populations of the Cache River and 
Bayou DeView, • Arkansas Academy of Science 33: pgs. 51-54, 1979. 
Harp, G. L., "A Preliminary Report on the Zygoptera (Damselflies) of Arkansas" 
Arkansas Academy of Science 37: pgs. 87-89, 1983. 
Harp, G. L., "New and Unusual Records of Arkansas Anisoptera, United States," Notul. Odonatol. 2(2): 
pgs. 26-27, 1983. 
Harp, G. L., "The Water Crisis- An Approach for Teachers Grades 7-12, • Arkansas Academy of Science 
38: pgs. 89-90, 1984. · 
Harp, G. L., • A Synopsis of the Nepidae of Arkansas," Arkansas Academy of Science 39: pgs. 128-130, 
1985. 
Robison, H. W. and G. L. Harp, "Distribution, Habitat and Food of the Ouachita Madtom, Noturus 
lachneri, a Ouachita River Drainage Endemic, • Copeia (1) pgs. 216-220, 1985. 
Moulton 11, S. R., S. E. Trauth and G. L. Harp, "The Mesostigmal Complex of Argia Using Scanning 
Electron Microscopy (Zygoptera:Coenagrionidae)," Odonatologica 16(3): pgs. 285-289, 1987. 
Susanke, G. R. and G. L. Harp, "Selected Biological Aspects of Gomphurus ozarkensis (Westfall) 
(Anisoptera: Gomphidae)," Adv. Odonatol. 5: pgs. 143-151, 1991. 
Justus, B. G. and G. L. Harp, "Boat Clarifier Effectiveness, • Water Environment and Technology 4(3): 
pgs. 64-68, 1992. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1991-p resent 
9/1991-12/1991 
10/1990-6/1991 
1982-1990 
G. ELLEN HOLLOWAY 
BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Department of Bio & Agri Engineering 
212 Engineering Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-2357 
B. S., Agricultural Engineering, University of Maryland, 1981 
Ph. D., Agricultural Engineering, University of Maryland, 1990 
Engr. Consultant/Contractor, Aquastar Laboratories Ltd., Songkhla, 
Thailand. 
Part-time Instructor, Agri. Engineering, University of Maryland 
Post-Doctoral Research Associate, Mariculture Research 
and Training Center, University of Hawaii 
Graduate Research Assistant, Agricultural Engineering, University of 
Maryland 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Alpha Epsilon, Gamma Sigma Delta, Phi Eta Sigma, and Alpha Zeta. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Automated water quality monitoring and control for aquaculture waste management/reclamation of food 
processing and agricultural wastes water purification. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 
Chapters in Books: 
Miscellaneous Publications: 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 
National and International Meetings: 
Regional Meetings: 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Kaiser, G. E. and F. W. Wheaton, •Nitrifications Filters for Aquatic Culture Systems: State of the Art, • 
Journal World Mariculture Society 14, pgs. 302-324, 1983. 
Wheaton, F. W., J. W. Gird and G. E. Kaiser, ·use of Biological Properties in Food Processing 
Automation; Proceedings Agri-mation 1 Conf. ASAE and ASME, Chicago, pgs. 38-52, 1985. 
Kaiser, G. E. and F. W. Wheaton, ·computerized Rapid Measurement of Ammonia Concentration in 
Aquaculture Systems, • Marine Technological Society Pre-Prints for Oceans '88, Baltimore, Maryland, 
1988. 
48 
Kaiser, G. E. and F. W. Wheaton, "Engineering Aspects of Water Quality Monitoring and Control, • 
Proceedings of the Engineering Aspects of Intensive Aquaculture Conference, ASAE Northeast Regional 
Aquaculture Center, pg. 201-232, 1991. 
Wheaton, F. W., J. N. Hochheimer, G. E. Kaiser and M. J. Krones, "Principles of Biological Filtration, • 
Proceedings of the Engr. Aspects of Intensive Aquaculture Conference, ASAE Northeast Regional 
Aquaculture Center, pg. 1-31, 1991. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSmONS HELD: 
1972-present 
JOE JEFFERS 
CHEMISTRY 
Department of Chemistry 
Ouachita Baptist University 
Arkadelphia, AR 71998 
501-245-5216 
B. S., Ouachita Baptist University 
Ph. D., Purdue University 
Professor of Chemistry and Biology, Ouachita University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Chemical Society 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Determination of organic compounds in sediments, water and tissue using GC/MS, GC, HPLC. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: NONE LISTED 
Chapters in Books: 
Miscellaneous Publications: 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 
National and International Meetings: 
Regional Meetings: 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
NONE LISTED 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSmONS HELD: 
1988-present 
1981-1988 
1977-1981 
1975-1976 
1970-1975 
1969-1970 
1966-1969 
1965-1966 
1962-1965 
JAMES E. JOHNSON 
FISH BIOLOGY, ICHTHYOLOGY, ENDANGERED SPECIES 
' Department of Biological Sciences 
AR Cooperative Fish & Wildlife Research 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-6709 
B. S., Biology, Purdue University, 1962 
M. S., Education, Butler University, 1965 
Ph.D., Zoology, Arizona State University, 1969 
Post Doctorate work, Arizona State University, 1970 
Coop Unit Leader, U. S. Fish & Wildlife Service, Fayetteville, AR 
Chief, Office of Endangered Species, U. S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, Albuquerque, N. M. 
Endangered Species Biologist, U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Albuquerque, N. M. 
Fisheries Biologist, Bureau of Land Management, Denver, Colorado 
Assistant Professor, Department of Forestry & Wildlife Management, 
University of Massachusetts 
Research Associate, Arizona State University 
Research Assistant, Arizona State University 
Teaching Assistant, Arizona State University 
Teacher, Westlane Junior High School, Indianapolis, Indiana 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society of Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, Southwestern Association of Naturalists, Sigma 
Xi, American Institute of Fisheries Research Biologists, Desert Fishes Council, American Fisheries 
Society. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Fish populations and communities in Bayou Meto under dioxins contamination (AR), limnology of striped 
bass reservoirs (AR), biology of Ozark cavefisb (AR), Ozark National Forest springs biota (AR), behavior 
of endangered southwestern fishes (AZ). 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 20 
Chapters in Books: 7 
Miscellaneous Publications: 20 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 30 
Regional Meetings: 60 
Books: 1 
Sl 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Johnson, J. E., "Special Symposium on Cuatro Cieoegas: A Summary, • Journal AZ-NV Academy of 
Science 19: pgs. 89-90, 1984. 
Johnson, J. E., "Reintroducing the Natives: Razorback Sucker,• Proc. Desert Fish Council, XIII pgs. 73-
79, 1985. 
Johnson, J. E., "Restoring the Colorado Squawfish to Arizona Waters," End. Sp. Tech. Bulletin 10, pgs. 9, 
1985. 
Rinne, J. N., J. E. Johnson, B. L. Jensen, A. W. Ruger, and R. Sorenson, "The Role of Hatcheries in the 
Management of and Recovery of Threatened and Endangered Species,• pgs. 271-286 in Fish Culture in 
Fisheries Management, R. H. Stroud, editor, American Fisheries Society, 1986. 
Johnson, J. E., "Reintroducing the Natives: Colorado Squawfish and Woundfm," Proc. Desert Fisheries 
Council xvn, pgs. 118-124, 1987. 
Johnson, J. E., "Protected Fishes "of the United States and Canada," American Fisheries Society, pgs. 42, 
1987. 
Johnson, J. E. and C. Hubbs, "Status and Conservation of Poeciliid Fishes," Evolution and Ecology of 
Live-Bearing Fishes, E. Meffe and F. Snelson, editors, pgs. 299-317, 1989. 
Williams, J. E., J. E. Johnson, D. A. Hendrickson, S. Contreras-Balderas, J. D. Williams, M. Navarro-
Mendoza, D. E. McAllister, and J. E. Deacon, "Fishes of North America Endangered, Threatened, or of 
Special Concern: 1989," Fisheries 14, pgs. 2-20, 1989. 
Johnson, J. E. and B. L. Jensen, "Hatcheries for Endangered Freshwater Fishes, • Chapter 13, pgs. 199-
217, in W. L. Minckely and J . E. Deacon, editors, Battle Against Extinction; Native Fish Management in 
the American West, 1991. 
Johnson, J. E., "Management Concerns for Endangered and Threatened Species of Fish in Western 
Warmwater Springs and Streams, • pgs. 160-168, in J. L. Cooper and R. H. Hamre, editors, Warmwater 
Fisheries Symposium I, U. S. Forest Service General Technical Report RM-207, pgs. 407, 1991. 
Minckley, W. L., P. C. Marsh, J.E. Brooks, J. E. Johnson, and B. L. Jensen, 
"Management Toward Recovery of the Razorback Sucker," Chapter 17, pgs. 303-357, in W. L. Minckley 
and J. E. Deacon, editors, Battle Against Extinction; Native Fish Management in the American West, 
1991. 
Johnson, J . E., • A Review of Selected Endangered Fishes in the United States and Their Relation to 
Aquaculture, • National Extension Aquaculture Workshop Proceedings, pgs. 1-8, 1992. 
Tave, D., J . E. Johnson, D. W. Bowman, M.G. Pardew, M. D. Gibson, J. Barnett, D. H. Feigel and B. F. 
Beavers, "Meristics of Golden Shiner, Notemigonus Crysoleucas, and Rudd, Scardinus Erythrophthalmus, 
and Their Reciprocal F. Hybrids." Journal of Applied Aquaculture, 2(2): 51-61, 1993. 
Johnson, J. E. , M. G. Pardew and M. A. Lyttle, "Predator Recognition and Avoidance by Larval 
Razorback Sucker (Xyrauchen Texenus) and Northern Hog Sucker (Hypentelium Nigricans), • 
Transactions of the American Fisheries Society, 122(6): pgs. 271-277, 1993. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSmONS HELD: 
1977 -present 
1982-1983 
1971-1977 
RAJ V. KILAMBI 
ZOOLOGY, FISHERIES 
Department of Zoology 
711 Science Engineering Bldg. 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-3251 
Pb D, Fisheries, University of Washington, 1965 
Professor, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 
Fulbright Professor, University of Colombo, Sri Lanka 
Associate Professor, University of Arlc.ansas, Fayetteville, AR 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Fisheries-age and growth, food habits, reproductive biology, aquaculture, population dynamics, 
research includes a variety of freshwater and marine fishes. Lake, streams and reservoir management. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: SO 
Chapters in Books: 
Miscellaneous Publications: 19 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 
National and International Meetings: 
Regional Meetings: 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Phillips, E. C. and R. V. Kilambi, "Habitate Type and Seasonal Effects on the Distribution and Density of 
Plecoptera in Ozark Streams, Arkansas," Annals of the Entomological Society of America, 87(2):1N 
PRESS. 
Galloway, M.L. and R.V. Kilambi, "Thermal Enrichment of a Reservoir and the Effects on Annulus 
Formation and Growth of Largemouth Bass,Micropterus Salmoides," Journal Fish Biology, 32:533-543, 
1988. 
Bamoski, B.L. and R. V. Kilambi, "Striped Bass (Morooe Suatilis) Scale Analysis by Scanning Electron 
Microscopy for Delineation of Annuli," Proceedings Arkansas Academy of Science, 41: 97-98, 1987. 
Kilambi, R.V. , "Age, Growth and Reproductive Strategy of the Snakehead, Ophicephalus Striatus Bloch, 
from Sir Lanka," Journal of Fish Biology, 29: 13-22, 1986. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1989-present 
1989 
1989 
1988-1989 
1985-1987 
1984 
JOHN T. KNIGHT 
AQUATIC TECHNOLOGY AND ECOLOGY 
Ouachita Baptist University 
Box 3705 
Arkadelphia, AR 71998 
501-245-5528 
B. S., Biology, Ouachita Baptist University, 1984 
M. S., Biology, University of Texas, 1986 
Ph.D. , Biology, University of Texas, 1989 
Assistant Professor, Biology, Ouachita Baptist University 
Instructor, Biology, Ouachita Baptist University 
Research Associate, University of North Texas 
Graduate Research Assistant, University of Texas 
Graduate Teaching Assistant, University of Texas 
Graduate Research Assistant, University of Texas 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
~ociety of Environmental Toxicologists and Chemists, Arkansas Environment Federations, Inc. and Beta 
Beta Beta Biological. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Aquatic toxicology. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 3 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 4 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 5 
Regional Meetings: I 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Knight, J.T. and R. New, "A Survey of Contamination in the Lower Ouachita River, Arkansas," (IN PRESS) 
Nix, J., 1. T. Knight, and R. R. Evans, wEvaluation of Substrates for Use in a Constructed Wetland," 1992. 
Knight, J. T., "Determination of the Ambient Toxicity of the Tailwater of Nimrod Lake, • 1992. 
Knight, J. T., "The Relationship Between Biological Monitoring and Water Quality in Lake Chicot, 
Arkansas, • Report to the faculty, Ouachita Baptist University, 1991. 
Waller, W. T., K. L. Dickson, 1. H. Kennedy, R. Arnold, D. Hall, W. P. Desmond, 1. T. Knight, and S. D. 
Dyer, ·Assessing Ambient and Effluent Toxicity through the use of Biomonitoring, • Proceedings 
Conference on Water Quality of the Upper Trinity River, 1990. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1988-present 
1977-1988 
1971-1977 
1966-1971 
1961-1966 
TERRY L. LA VY 
SOIL SCIENCE, PLANT SCIENCE 
Altheimer Laboratory 
276 Altheimer Drive 
Fayetteville, AR 72703 
501-575-3955 
B. S., Agronomy, Ohlo State University, 1958 
M. S., Agronomy, Ohio State University, 1959 
Ph.D. , Agronomy, Purdue University, 1962 
University Professor, University of Arkansas 
Professor, University of Arkansas 
Professor, University of Nebraska 
Associate Professor, University of Nebraska 
Assistant Professor, University of Nebraska 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society of Agronomy, Weed Science Society of America, Southern Weed Science Society, 
International Society of Soil Science, American Chemical Society, Society of Environmental toxicology 
and Chemistry Council, American Association for the Advancement of Science and Technology, Gamma 
Sigma Delta, and Sigma Xi. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Pesticide residues in water, soil, plants and foods; human exposure to pesticides; environmental fate of 
pesticides; and groundwater and surface water quality. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 88 
Chapters in Books: 10 
Miscellaneous Publications: 150 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 72 
Regional Meetings: 79 
SELECfED PUBLICATIONS: 
Lavy, T. L., "Human Exposure to Phenoxy Herbicides, • Book, Veterans Administration, U . S. Government 
Printing Office, 128 pgs., 187. 
Lavy, T . L., "The Effects of Pesticides on Human Health, " Chapter 2, Exposure to Pesticides, 1990. 
Lavy, T. L., "Minimizing Applicator Exposure, • A Manual on Ground Applications of Forestry Herbicides, 
U. S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service Safety Manual, chapter 8, 1989. 
55 
Lavy, T. L. and J. D. Mattice, "Biological Monitoring Techniques for Humans Exposed to Pesticides, 
Biological Monitoring for Pesticide Exposure, ACS Symposium Series 382, Chapter 15, pgs. 192-205, 
1989. 
Lavy, T. L., "Health Issues Related to Chemicals in the Environment: A Scientific Perspective, • CAST 
ISSN 0194-4096, 1987. 
Barnes, C. J., T. L. Lavy and R. F. Talbert, "Leaching, Dissipation and Efficacy of Metolachlor Applied by 
Chemigation or Conventional Methods, • 
JEQ 21, pgs. 232-236, 1992. 
Lavy, T. L., J. E. Cowell, J.R. Steinmetz and J. H. Massey, "Conifer Seedling Nursery Worker Exposure to 
Glyphosate: Arch. Environmental Contamination Toxicol. 22, pgs. 6-13, 1992. 
Barnes, C. J. and T. L. Lavy, "Injury and Yield Response of Selected Crops to Imazaquin and Norflurazon 
Residues, • Weed Technology, pgs. 598-606, 1991. 
Cavalier, T. C., T. L. Lavy and J. D. Mattice, "Persistence of Selected Pesticides in Ground Water 
Samples, • Ground Water 29, pgs. 225-231, 1991. 
Goetz, A. J., T. L. Lavy and E. E. Gbur, "Degradation and Field Persistence of Imazethapyr, • Weed 
Science 38, pgs. 421-428, 1990. 
Hubbs, C. W. and T. L. Lavy, "Dissipation of Norflurazon and Other Persistent Herbicides in Soil, • Weed 
Science 38, pgs. 81-88, 1990. 
Barnes, C. J., A. J. Goetz and T. L. Lavy, "Effect of Imazaquin Residues on Cotton(Gossypium 
Hirsutum), • Weed Science 37, pgs. 820-824, 1989. 
Cavalier, T. C., T. L. Lavy and J. D. Mattice, • Assessing Arkansas Ground Water for Pesticides, 
Methodology and Findings, • Ground Water Monitoring Journal, Fall 1989, 9: pgs. 159-166, 1989. 
Lavy, T. L. and J. D. Mattice, "Hexazinone Persistence and Mobility in a Steep Forested Watershed, • 
Journal of Environmental Quality 18: pgs. 501-514, 1989. 
Basham, G. W. and T. L. Lavy, "Microbial and Photolytic Dissipation of lmazaquin in Soil, • Weed Science, 
pgs. 865-870, 1987. 
Basham, G., T. L. Lavy, L. R. Oliver and H. D. Scott, "Imazaquin Persistence and Mobility in Three 
Arkansas Soils: Weed Science, pgs. 576-582, 1987. 
Dao, T. H. and T. L. Lavy, "A Kinetic Study of Adsorption and Degradation of Aniline, Benzoic Acid and 
Diuron in Soil," Soil Science, pgs. 66-72, 1987. 
Lavy, T. L., L. A. Norris, J. D. Mattice, and D. B. Marx, "Exposure of Forestry Ground Applicators to 2,4-
D, Picloram, and Dichlorprop, • Environmental Tox and Chern, pgs. 209-224, 1987. 
Bouchard, D. C. and T. L. Lavy, "Hexazinone Adsorption-Desorption Studies with Soil and Organic 
Adsorbents,• Journal of Environmental Quality, pgs. 181-185, 1985. 
Bouchard, D. C., T. L. Lavy and E. R. Lawson, "Mobility and Persistence of Hexazinone in a Forest 
Watershed," Journal of Environmental Quality, pgs. 229-233, 1985. 
56 
Braverman, M. and T. L. Lavy, "The Effects of Metolachlor Residues on Rice," Weed Science, pgs. 819-
824, 1985. 
Lavy, T. L. and J. D. Mattice, "Monitoring Field Applicator Exposure to Pesticides, • ACS Symposium 
Series No. 273, pgs. 163-173, 1985. 
Barrett, M. and T. L. Lavy, "Effects of Soil Water Content on Oxadiazon Dissipation, • Weed Science, pgs. 
697-701, 1984. 
Lavy, T. L. and J. D. Mattice, "Monitoring Human Exposure During Pesticide Application in the Forest," 
ACS Symposium Series No. 238, pgs. 319-329, 1984. 
Lavy, T. L., J. D. Mattice and L. A. Norris, "Exposure of Forest Workers using Herbicides Measured, • 
Arkansas Fann Research 33: pg. 8, 1984. 
Barrett, M. L. and T. L. Lavy, "Effects of Soil Water Content on Pendimethalin Dissipation, • Journal of 
Environmental Quality, pgs. 504-508, 1983. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSmONS HELD: 
1988-present 
1975-1988 
1970-1975 
1957-1967 
EDWIN R. LAWSON 
FOREST HYDROLOGY, WATERSHED MANAGEMENT FORESTRY 
School of Forest Resources 
P. 0. Box 3468 
University of Arkansas at Monticello 
Monticello, AR 71656-3468 
501-460-1452 
B. S., Forestry, Oklahoma State University, 1957 
M. S., Silviculture, Michigan State University,1960 
Ph.D., Watershed Mtmt, Colorado State University,l975 
Professor, University of Arkansas-Monticello 
Super Res For, Mgmt Res, U.S. Forest Service 
Res Hydrologist, U.S. Forest Service 
Res. Forest, Timber & Water Res., U. S. Forest Service 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Arkansas Forestry Association, Society of American Foresters, Soil Conservation Society of America, 
American Forestry Association, International Union of Forestry Research Organizations, Southern Forest 
Hydrology Group, and American Water Resources Association. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Forest Water Quality and Yield; Forest Nutrient Relations; Atmospheric Deposition, Multi-Disciplinary 
Research. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 19 
Chapters in Books: 5 
Miscellaneous Publications: 3 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 
Regional Meetings: 7 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Murphy, P. A., E. R. Lawson, and T. B. Lynch, wBasal Area and Volume Development of Natural Even-
aged Shortleaf Pine Strands in the Ouachita Mountains, w South. J. Applied For. pgs. 30-34, 1992. 
Murphy, P. A., J. B. Baker and E. R. Lawson, wselection Management of Shortleaf Pine in the Ouachita 
Mountains, • South. J. Applied For., pgs. 61-67, 1991. 
58 
Turton, D. J., E. L. Miller, E. R. Lawson and J. B. Waide, "Subsurface flow Impacts on the 
Hydrogeochemistry of a Forested Catchment, • Transactions of the American Geophysical Union, 
Hydrology Section, Vol. 72, 1991. 
Wheeler, G. L., K. F. Steele and E. R. Lawson, Water Chemistry in Small, Forested Watersheds in the 
Arkansas Boston Mountains, • Agronomy Abstract pgs. 357, 1991. 
Lynch, T. B., P. A. Murphy and E. R. Lawson, "Stand Volume Equations for Managed Natural Even-aged 
Shortleaf Pine in Eastern Oklahoma and Western Arkansas, • Oklahoma State University, Agricultural 
Experiment Station, Division of Agriculture, Research Report P-921, pgs. 12, 1991. 
Steele, K. F., M. S. Lybrand, G. L. Wheeler, E. R. Lawson and J. B. Waide, 
"Effects of Season and Silvicultural Practices on the Chemistry of First-order Streams in the Ozark 
National Forest, Arkansas, U.S.A. ; Sediment and Stream Water Quality in a Changing Environment: 
Trends and Explanation, N. E. Peters and D. E. Walling, editors, pgs. 285-292, Proceedings of the VieMa 
Symposium, 1991. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1992-present 
1989-1992 
1989 
1984-1989 
1984 
1982-1984 
MICHAEL L. MATffiS 
AQUATIC BIOLOGY 
Department of Biology 
LSC 105 
University of Central Arkansas 
Conway, AR 72035 
50 1-450·5933 
B. S., Southwest Missouri State, 1981 
M. S., Southwest Texas State, 1984 
Ph.D., University of Arkansas, 1992 
Assistant Professor, Biology, University Central Arkansas 
Instructor, Zoology, University of Arkansas 
Research Associate, Assistant Curator, University of 
Arkansas Arthropod Museum 
Teaching Assistant, Southwest Texas State University 
Research Assistant, Southwest Texas State University 
Teaching Assistant, Southwest Texas State University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Entomological Society, American Microscopical Society, Arkansas Audubon Society, Arkansas 
Chapter of the American Fisheries Society, Entomological Society of America, and North American 
Benthological Society. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Taxonomy and systematics of the aquatic insect order Trichoptera (caddisflies);life-history adaptations of 
ogranisms inhabiting temporary springs and poots;analysis of benthic macroinvertebrate community 
structure as an indicator of environmental disturbance. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 8 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 2 
Research Presentation/ Abstract: 10 
National and International Meetings: 6 
Regional Meetings: 4 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Bowles, D. E. and M. L. Mathis, • A Preliminary Checklist of the Caddisflies (Trichoptera) of Oklahoma, • 
Insecta Mundi 6:pgs 29-35, 1992. 
60 
Bowles, D. E. and M. L. Mathis, "Caddisflies (Insecta: Trichoptera) of Mountainous Regions of Arkansas, 
With New State Records for the Order, • Journal of the Kansas Entomological Society 62: pgs. 234-244, 
1989. 
Mathis, M. L. and D. E. Bowles, • A Preliminary Survey of the Trichoptera of the Ozark Mountains, 
Missouri, U. S. A.; Entomological News 103: pgs. 19-29, 1992. 
Mathis, M. L., "Macroinvertebrate Community Structure at Selected Sites on the Upper Buffalo River, • U. 
S. National Park Service, Buffalo National River, Harrison, AR, pp. 52, 1991. 
Mathis, M. L. and D. E. Bowles, "Three New Species of Microcaddisflies (Trichoptera: Hydroptilidae) 
From the Ozark Mountains, U. S. A.; Proceedings of the Entomological Society of Washington, 92: pgs. 
86-92, 1990. 
Mathis, M. L. and D. E. Bowles, • A New Microcaddisfly Genus (Trichoptera: Hydroptilidae)From the 
Interior Highlands of Arkansas, U.S.A.," Journal of the New York Entomological Society 97: pgs. 187-191, 
1989. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1990-present 
1984-1990 
J, SCOTI McCONNELL 
PLANT SCIENCE, SOIL SCIENCE 
Southeast Research & Extension Center 
Box 3S08 
University of Arkansas-Monticello 
Monticello, AR 71656 
501-460-1091 
B. S., Plant Science, Arkansas State University, 1978 
M. S., Chemistry, Arkansas State University, 1979 
Ph.D., Soil Science, Texas A&M University, 1984 
Associate Professor, University of Arkansas at Monticello 
Assistant Professor, University of Arkansas at Monticello 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society of Agronomy, Soil Science of America, Crop Science Society of America, American 
Chemical Society, American Academy for the Advance of Science, and Gamma Sigma Delta Honor 
Fraternity. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
The effect of fertilization, irrigation and tillage on the growth and development of cotton. Special 
emphasis is also given to studies of the effects of production practices on soil chemical and physical 
properties. Crop water use, irrigation management, nutrients, fertilizers, soil chemistry, and soil water 
relationships. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 13 
Chapters in Books: 1 
Miscellaneous Publications: 16 
Research Presentations/Abstracts: 32 
National and International Meetings: 25 
Regional Meetings: 7 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
McConnell, J. S., W. H. Baker, B. S. Frizzell and J. J. Varvil, "Response of Cotton to Nitrogen Fertilization 
and Early Multiple Applications of Mepiquat Chloride, • Journal of Plant Nutrition IS: pgs. 457-468, 1992. 
McConnell, J. S., J. T. Gilmour, R. E. Baser and B. S. Frizzell, "Lime Requirement of Acid Soils of 
Arkansas, • Arkansas Agriculture Experiment Station Special Report ISO, 1991. 
McConnell, J. S., D. R. Johnson and B. S. Frizzell, "Response of Eight Cotton Cultivars to In-furrow 
Aldicarb Applications," Arkansas Agriculture Experiment Station Bulletin #922, 1989. 
62 
McConnell, J. S. and L. R. Rossner, "X-ray Diffraction and Infrared Studies of Adsorbed Glyphosate, • 
Journal Agriculture and Food Chemical 37: pgs. 555-560, 1988. 
McConnell, J. S., B. S. Frizzell, R. L. Maples and G. A. Mitchell, "Relationships of Irrigation Methods and 
Nitrogen Fertilization Rates in Cotton Production, • Arkansas Agriculture Experiment Station Rep. Ser. 
#310, 1988. 
McConnell, J. S., T . C. Keisling and H. D. Scott, "Irrigation and Soil Physical Properties, • Arkansas Farm 
Research 37(4) pg. 10, 1988. 
McConnell, J. S., B. S. Frizzell and M. H. Wilkerson, "Effects of Soil Compaction and Subsoil Tillage of 
Two Alfisols on the Growth and Yield .of Cotton, • Journal Prod. Agriculture 2: pgs. 140-146, 1988. 
McConnell, J. S., M . H. Wilkerson and G. A. Mitchell, "Influences of Nitrogen Treatments and Irrigation 
Methods on Soil Chemical Properties," Comm. in Soil Science and Plant Analysis 19: pgs. 1925-1944, 
1988. 
McConnell, J. S. and M. H. Wilkerson, "Soil Compaction Effects on Cotton," Arkansas Farm Research 
36(2) pg. 10, 1987. 
McConnell, J. S. and L. R. Hossner, "pH Dependent Adsorption Isotherms of Glyphosate, • Journal of 
Agriculture and Food Chemical 33: pgs. 1075-1078, 1985. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1987-1990 
1987-1990 
1990-1991 
1991-1993 
1991-present 
June 1993 
LISA K. MEEKS 
HYDROGEOLOGIST, RESEARCH SCIENTIST 
Department of Geology 
118 Ozark Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-3354 
B.S. , Geology, University of Arkansas, 1987 
M.S., Geology, University of Arkansas, 1990 
Field Observer, National Atmospheric Deposition Program, University of 
Arkansas 
Research Assistant, Geology, University of Arkansas 
Hydrologist, Technology Div., Kerr-McGee Corporation 
Research Scientist/Hydrologist, Arkansas Mining 
Institute, Arkansas Tech University 
Senior Hydrologist, Midcontinent Geological Consultants, Inc. 
Instructor, Vincenes University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Registered Professional Geologist-State of Arkansas #1711, National Ground Water Association, 
Geological Society of America, and Arkansas Ground Water Association. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Groundwater quality, surface water quality, groundwater chemistry, geology, computer applications in 
geology and hydrogeology. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 0 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 2 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 5 
National and International Meetings: 2 
Regional Meetings: 3 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Meeks, L. K. and W. Manger, "Significance of Detrital Ore Minerals, Basal Atoka Formation, Northern 
Arkoma Basin, Arkansas," Abstract, Geological Society of America Abstracts with Programs, Vol 24, No. 
7, pg. A359, 1992. 
Meeks, L. K. and W. Manger, "Comparative Spring Water Chemistry, Ozark and Ouachita Provinces, 
Arkansas," Abstract, Geological Society of America Abstracts with Programs, Vol. 24, No. 1, pg. 39, 
1992. 
Meeks, L. K. and W. Manger, "Geolabel: A PC-Based Program for Collections Management," Abstracts, 
Geological Society of America Abstracts with Programs, Vol. 23, No. 5, 1991. 
Meeks, L. K., ·Land Use Effects on Groundwater Quality in Portions of Polk and Howard Counties, 
Arkansas," Abstract, Ground Water, Vol. 28, No. 6, pg. 673. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1962-1964 
1964-1965 
1965-1968 
1968-1972 
1972-present 
1991-present 
RICHARD L. MEYER 
AQUATIC BIOLOGY 
Department of Biological Sciences 
5151508 Science Engineering Bldg. 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-6348 
B.S., Biology & Education, Missouri Valley College, 1954 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota, 1965 
Chief Scientist, National Science Foundation/Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institution 
Lecturer, University of Minnesota 
Assistant Professor, California State University 
Research Scientist & Associate Professor, University of Arkansas 
Professor of Biological Sciences, University of Arkansas 
Adjunct Professor, Agronomy, University of Arkansas 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Association of Limnologist and Oceanographers, American Association Advancement of 
Science, American Water Resources Association, International Pbycological Society, Phycological 
Society of America, and American Microscopical Society. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Algal ecology, algal systematics, algal cytology, morphogenesis and water quality. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 304 
Chapters in Books: 1 
Miscellaneous Publications: 204 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 
National and International Meetings: 704 
Regional Meetings: 304 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Phillips, J. K. and R. L. Meyer, "Wall Characteristics in the Genus Pleurotaenium (Desmidiales) as a 
Phylogentic Trait," Journal of Phycology 26, pg. 19, 1990. 
Eichmann, J. K. and R. L. Meyer, "The Association of Water Quality Parameters, Geological Substrates 
and Diatom Communities," Abstracts, lith International Diatom Symposium, 1990. 
Meyer, R. L. and K. F. Steele, "Beaver Lake Water Quality Monitoring Plan," U. S. Corps of Engineers, 
Little Rock District, pg. 20, 1990. 
65 
Shipley-Phillips, J. K. and R. L. Meyer, ·semicell Morphogenesis in a New Species of Pleurotaenium and 
Its Phylogenetic Significance, • Journal of Pbycology 27(6) pgs. 67, 1991. 
Meyer, R. L. and J. Phillips, •Development Morphology and Celtulose Deposition in Circular, Compressed 
and Radiate Desmids, • Journal of Pbycology 28(6), pg. 6, 1992. 
Meyer, R. L. and J. Phillips, •cbloroplast- Microfilameot Association in Circular, Radiate and Compressed 
Desmids, • Journal of Phycology 28(6), pg. 6, 1992. 
Meyer, R. L. and L. E. Hustead, "Stenothermal Peripytic Bacillariophytes in a Stream witb Excess 
Nutrients, • Journal of Phycology 29(6), pg. 4, 1993. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1966-present 
ALBERT L. MINK 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
Department of Agricultural Engineering 
Arkansas State University 
P. 0. Box 1740 
State University, AR 72467 
501-972-2088 
B.S., Arkansas State University, 1961 
M.S. , Louisiana State University, 1963 
Ph.D., Oklahoma State University, 1967 
Chairman, Department of Engineering, Arkansas State University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Gamma Sigma Delta, Phi Kappa Phi, American Society of Agricultural Engineers, Honorary Member of 
American Society of Testing Materials, Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity, Indian Club, American Society of 
Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Machinery Design and Hydraulics. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 
Chapters in Books: 
Miscellaneous Publications: 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 
National and International Meetings: 
Regional Meetings: 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Mink, A. L. , "Effects of an Air Slide on Soil Engagin Tools-Results from Anunonia Knives in Artificial Soil, • 
ASAE Paper No. 64-105. 
Mink, A. L., "Spatially Varied Flow in an Irrigation Distribution Channel , " Presentation at Regional ASAE 
Meeting, 1967. 
Mink, A. L., "Hydraulic Properties of an Irrigation Distribution ChaMel, • Presentation at Regional ASAE 
Meeting, 1967. 
Mink, A. L., "The Hydraulic Roughness of an Irrigation Channel with Decreasing Spatially Varied Flow," 
1969. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1992-present 
1990-1992 
1987-1990 
PHILIP MOORE 
SOIL AND WATER CHEMISTRY 
Department of Agronomy 
108 Plant Sciences 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-5724 
B.S., Soil Science, University of Arkansas, 1978 
M.S., Agronomy, University of Arkansas, 1981 
Ph.D., Marine Sciences, Louisiana State University, 1987 
Adjunct Assistant Professor, USDA/ARS & University of Arkansas 
Assistant Professor, University of Arkansas 
Post-Doc, University of Florida 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society of Agronomy, International Soil Science Society, Soil Science Society of America, and 
Sigma Xi Scientific Research Society. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Conducting basic and applied research on increasing the agronomic value of poultry litter, while 
decreasing any negative environmental impact of this resource. The major emphasis of this research is 
on phosphorus biogeochemistry in soils and factors that influence phosphorus runoff into adjacent water 
bodies. Also, investigating the chemistry and movement of nutrients (C, N, P) important in eutrophic 
lakes. Conducting research on phosphorus precipitation in natural waters and sediments. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 17 
Chapters in Books: 1 
Miscellaneous Publications: 9 
Research Presentation/ Abstracts: 9 
National and International Meetings: 5 
Regional Meetings: 4 
SELECI'ED PUBLICATIONS: 
Moore, P.A., Jr., T. Attanandana and W.H. Patrick, Jr., "Factors Affecting Rice Growth on Acid Sulfate 
Soils, • Soil Science Society of America Journal 54: pgs. 1651-1656, 1990. 
Moore, P.A., Jr. and W.H. Patrick,Jr., • Aluminum, Boron and Molybdenum Availability and Uptake by 
Rice in Acid Sulfate Soils, • Plant and Soil 136: pgs. 171-181, 1991. 
68 
Moore, P.A., Jr., K.R. Reddy and D.A. Graetz, "Phosphorus Geochemistry in the Sediment-water Column 
of a Hypereutrophic Lake: Journal of Environmental Quality 20: pgs. 869-875, 1991. 
Satawathananont, S., W.H. Patrick,Jr. and P.A. Moore,Jr., "Effect of Oxidation and Reduction on the 
Chemistry of Acid Sulfate Soils, • Plant and Soil 133: pgs. 281-290, 1991. 
Moore, P.A., Jr., K.R. Reddy and D.A. Graetz, "The Influence of Oxygen Supply on Nutrient 
Transformations in Lake Sediments, • Journal of Environmental Quality 21: pgs. 387-393, 1992. 
Moore, P.A. ,Jr. and W.H. Patrick, •Metal Availability and Uptake by Rice in Acid Sulfate Soils, • In Proc. of 
the Fourth International Symposium on Acid Sulfate Soils , IN PRESS, 1992. 
Moore, P.A.,Jr. and O.M. Miller, •Immobilization of Phosphorus in Poultry Litter with Aluminum, Calcium, 
and Iron Amendments, • In Proc. 1992 National Poultry Waste Management Symposium, pgs. 424-429, 
Auburn University Printing Service, 1992. 
Moore, P.A.,Jr., •chemical Characteristics and Remediation of Brine-Impacted Soils to be Used for 
Construction of an Artificial Wetland, • Final report by Ethyl Corporation from P.A. Moore and Associates, 
pg. 114, 1992. 
Moore, P.A.,Jr., K.R. Reddy and D.A. Graetz, •The Effect of Eh and pH on Phosphorus Geochemistry in 
Lake Okeechobee, FL, • Limnology Ocean(submitted), 1993. 
Diaz, O.A., K.R. Reddy and P.A. Moore,Jr., •solubility of Inorganic Pin Stream Water as Influenced by 
pH and Ca Concentration, • Water Resources (IN PRESS), 1993. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1966-present 
BRYAN D. PALMER 
CHEMISTRY 
Department of Chemistry 
HSU 7814 
Henderson State University 
Arkadelphia. AR 71999..()()()1 
501-246-SSll ext. 3208 
B.S. , Fort Hays Kansas State University. 1958 
M.S .• Chemistry. University of Arkansas, 1964 
Ph.D •• Chemistry, University of Arkansas. 1966 
Professor, Henderson State University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Chemical Society, Health Physics Society-Arkansas Chapter. American Physical Society and 
Arkansas Academy of Sciences. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Environmental Radiochemistry and Condensed Matter. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 0 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 6 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 0 
Regional Meetings: 0 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST FROM BRYAN D. PALMER 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1972-present 
1971-1972 
1967-1969 
DAVID PARKER 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
University of Arkansas 
Department of Civil Engineering 
BELL4147 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-3203 
B.S. , Civil Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1965 
M.S., Civil Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1968 
Ph.D., Civil Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, 1971 
Professor, Civil Engineering, University of Arkansas 
Assistant Professor, Civil Engineering, University of Arkansas 
Instructor, Wytheville Community College, Wytheville, Virginia 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
NOT FURNISHED 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 12 
Chapters in Books: 
Miscellaneous Publications: 
Research Presentation/ Abstracts: 11 
National and International Meetings: S 
Regional Meetings: 4 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Parker, D. G. and S. C. Parker, • An Expert System for Managing an Activated Sludge Waste Water 
Treatment Plant", Arkansas Water Resources Center, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, pg. 24, 
1989. 
Parker, D. G. and S. C. Parker, "Local Water Resource Information Management System," Arkansas 
Water Resources Research Center, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, 1986. 
Thibodeaux, L. J., D. G. Parker and H. H. Heck, "Chemical Emission from Surface Impoundments," 
Environmental Progress , Vol. 3, No. 2, Pg. 73-78, 1984. 
Parker, D. G., H. G. Bray and S. C. Parker, "Use of Relational Database Management Systems in Water 
Pollution Control, • Proceedings of the Second National Conference on Microcomputers in Civil 
Engineering. Sponsored by University of Central Florida and ASCE Florida Sec. Orlando, FL, pg. 195-
197, 1984. 
71 
Parker, D. G. and S. C. Parker, "Use of Microcomputers to Aid Wastewater Treatment Plant Operations, • 
Water Resources Research Center, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, 1984. 
Thornton, S. I., D. G. Parker and S. Yang, "Delayed Compaction of High Calcium Fly Ash Stabilized 
Soils, • Proceedings of the Fifth International Ash Utilization Symposium, National Ash Association, 
Atlanta, GA, 1979. 
Parker, D. G., S. Noland and R. Strain, "Fecal Contamination in Two Ozark Streams," Proceedings of the 
Natioal Conference on Environmental Engineering, ASCE, Kansas City, MO, pgs. 307-312, 1978. 
Parker, D . G. , S. I. Thornton, and C. W. Cheng, "Permeability of Fly Ash Stabilized Soils," Proceedings of 
the Geotechnical Practices for Disposal of Solid Waste Materials, ASCE, Ann Arbor, Ml, pg. 63-70, 1977. 
Mitchell, D. T. and D. G. Parker, "Differing State Standards and Waste Treatment Costs, • Journal of the 
Environmental Eingineering Division, ASCE, Vol. 103, No. EE3, pgs. 389-396, 1977. 
Thornton, S. I. and D. G. Parker, "Soil Stabilization Using a Western Coal High Calcium Fly Ash, • 
Proceedings of the Fourth International Ash Utilization Symposium, National Ash Association, St. Louis, 
MO, pgs. 170-181, 1976. 
Thibodeaux, L. J. and D. G. Parker, "Desorption Limits of Selected Industrial Gases and Liquids from 
Aerated Basins, • Air Pollution Control and Clean Engery, AIChE Symposium Series 196, Vol. 72, pgs. 
424-434, 1976. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1993-present 
1989-1993 
1988 
1986-1987 
1985 
1979-1985 
1975-1979 
1973-1975 
PETER W. PERSCHBACHER 
FISHERIES BIOLOGY, WATER QUALITY OF FISH PONDS 
Department of Agriculture 
University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff 
Agri. Experimental Station Center 
Box 4005 
Pine Bluff, AR 71601 
501-543-8145 
B.S., Fisheries, University of Michigan, 1968 
M.S. , Aquaculture, Auburn University, 1975 
Ph.D., Aquaculture, Texas A&M University, 1985 
Assistant Professor, University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff 
USDA Agricultural Research Service, Research Biologist 
Aquaculture Consultant 
Aquaculture Advisor, Harza Engineering 
Aquaculture Biologist, Caribbean Marine Research Center 
Graduate Research Assistant, Texas A&M University 
Research Associate, University of North Carolina, 
Institute of Marine Sciences 
Graduate Research Assistant, Auburn University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Fisheries Society, American Institute of Fishery Research Biologists, Asian Fisheries Society, 
Aquatic Ecosystem Health and Management Society, Sigma Xi, World Aquaculture Society-USA Chapter, 
and Xi Sigma Pi. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Water quality in aquaculture systems, phytoplankton dynamics and health assessment, off-flavor causes 
and remidiation. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 20 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 1 
Research Presentations/Abstracts: 10 
National and International Meetings: 6 
Regional Meetings: 4 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Perschbacher, P. W. and W. J. Lorio, •Filtration Rates of Catfish Pond Phytoplankton by Nile Tilapia 
Oreochromis Niloticus, • Journal World Aquaculture Society. (IN PRESS), 1993. 
73 
Lorio, W. J., P. W. Perschbacher and P. B. Johnsen, ~Relationship between Water Quality, Phytoplankton 
Community and Off-flavors in Channel Catfish (lctalurus punctatus} Production Ponds,~ Aquaculture 106: 
pgs. 285-292, 1992. 
Perschbacher, P. W., ~A Review of Seawater Acclimation Procedures for Commercially Important 
Euryhaline Tilapias, • Asian Fisheries Science 5: pgs. 241-248, 1992. 
Strawn, K., P. W. Perschbacher, G. Chamberlain and R. Nailon, ~Raising Mudminnows," TAMU-SG-86-
506R, Texas A&M Sea Grant College Program, 7 pgs, 1992. 
Lorio, W. J. and P. W. Perschbacher, "Use of Recirculation and Biofiltmtion in Maintaining Water Quality 
in Aquaculture Ponds,~ Proceedings of National Livestock, Poultry and Aquaculture Waste Management 
Workshop, American Society of Agricultural Engineers, pgs. 340-343, 1991. 
Perschbacher, P. W., R. V. Powell, D. W. Freeman, W. J. Lorio and D. T. Hanfman, "Recirculation-
Aeration Bibliography for Aquaculture, • USDA, National Agricultural Library, 78 pgs., 1993. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1984-present 
1979-1984 
G. L. "JERRY" REYNOLDS 
GEOGRAPHY 
Department of Geography 
University of Central Arkansas 
Conway, AR 72035 
501-450-5639 
B.S. , Forestry 
M.S. , Forestry 
Ph.D. , Geography 
Associate Professor, University of Central Arkansas 
Resources Planner, Planning and Management Consultant 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Association of American Geographers and Arkansas Geographic Association. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Natural hazard mitigation, earthquake hazard preparedness. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 3 
Chapters in Books: 2 
Miscellaneous Publications: 8 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: S 
Regional Meetings: 3 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Reynolds, G., "Managing A Public Involvement Program, • Water Resources Planning, Vol. 110, No. 2, 
1984. 
Reynolds, G., "The Policy Delphi and Public Involvement Programs," Water Resources Research, Vol. 18, 
No. 4, 1982. 
Reynolds, G., "Managing Public Involvement," CiviiEngineering Practice, Vol. 4, Paul Cheremisinoff, 
editor, Technumic Pub. Co., 1988. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1990-present 
1987-1990 
1978-1987 
1975-1978 
1971-1975 
HENRY W. ROBISON 
FISHERIES, ZOOLOGY 
Department of Biological Sciences 
Box 1354 
Southern Arkansas University 
Magnolia, AR 71753 
501-235-4273 
B.S., Biology, Arkansas State University, 1967 
M.S., Biology, Arkansas State University, 1968 
Ph.D., Zoology, Oklahoma State University, 1971 
Professor, Biology, Southern Arkansas University 
Dean, School of Science & Technology, Southern Arkansas University 
Professor, Biology, Southern Arkansas University 
Associate Professor, Biology, Southern Arkansas University 
Assistant Professor, Biology, Southern ArkansasUniversity 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society Ichthyologists and Herpetologists, Association of Southwestern Naturalists, Sigma Xi, 
Biological Society of Washington, Association of SE Biologists, Arkansas Academy of Science, Ozark 
Society, Arkansas Wildlife Federation, and Arkansas Native Plant Society. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Research bas been concentrated on taxonomy, ecology, zoogeography and behavior of fishes, 
crayfishes of Arkansas, aquatic macroinvertebrates of Arkansas, spring faunas of the Ouachita 
Mountains. Recent research studies have been conducted on fishes in Arkansas; crayfishes of 
Arkansas; distributions of caddisflies of Arkansas; longnose darter taxonomy; endemic biota of Arkansas; 
life history of Caddo madtom; redescription of Noturus lachneri (Ouachita madtom); bogs of the 
Ouachita Mountains. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 94 
Chapters in Books: 2 
Miscellaneous Publications: 12· 
Research Presentations/Abstracts: 10 
National and International Meetings: 9 
Regional Meetings: 13 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Robison, H. W. and K. Smith, ~The Endemic Flora and Fauna of Arkansas,~ Arkansas Academy of 
Science 36: pgs. 50-54, 1982. 
76 
Robison, H. W. and K. Smith, • Aquatic Ecosystems, • Arkansas' Natural Heritage, pgs. 97-113, 1984. 
Robison, H. W., "Notropis snelsoni, a New Cyprinid From the Ouachita Mountains of Arkansas and 
Oklahoma, • Copeia 1985 (1): pgs. 126-134, 1985. 
Robison, H. W. and G. L. Harp, "Distribution, Habitat, and Food of the Ouachita River Endemic, Noturus 
lachneri, • Copeia 1985(1): pgs. 216-220, 1985. 
Robins, C. R. and H. W. Robison, ·cottus hypselurus, a New Cottid Fish from the Ozark Uplands, 
Arkansas and Missouri, • American Midland Naturalist 114(2): pgs. 360-373, 1985. 
Hobbs, H. H. and H. W. Robison, "A New Burrowing Crayfish (Decapoda:Cambaridae) From 
Southwestern Arkansas, • Biological Society of Washington 98(4): pgs. 1034-1041, 1985. 
Robison, H. W., "Zoogeographic Implications of the Mississippi River Basin, • Zoogeography of North 
American Freshwater Fishes, 1986. 
Matthews, W. J. and H. W. Robinson, "The Distribution of the Fishes of Arkansas: A Multivariate 
Analysis, • Copeia 2: pgs. 358-374, 1988. 
Hobbs, H. H. and H. W. Robison, •The Crayfish Subgenus Girardiella(Decapoda:Cambaridae) in 
Arkansas, With the Descriptions of Two New Species and a Key to the Members of the gracilis group in 
the Genus Procambarus,• Biological Society of Washington 101(2): pgs. 391-413, 1988. 
Robison, H. W. and T. M. Buchanan, •Fishes of Arkansas, • University of Arkansas Press, Fayetteville, AR, 
536 pp., 1988. 
Matthews, W. J. and H. W. Robison, ·similarities in Fish Distribution and Water Quality Patterns in 
Streams of Arkansas: Congruence of Multivariate Analyses,• Copeia 1992(2): pgs. 296-305, 1992. 
Robison, H. W., • American Nature Guides: Freshwater Fishes of North America, • Dragon World 
Publishers, 207 pp., 1992. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1969-present 
1962-1968 
1958-1962 
1957 & 1958 
E. MOYE RUI'LEDGE 
SOIL CLASSIFICATION AND GENESIS 
Agronomy Department 
115 Plant Science Bldg. 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-5737 
B.S., Agronomy, Tennessee Tech, 1958 
M.S., Soil Science, University of Arkansas, 1963 
Ph.D., Soil Science, Ohio State, 1969 
Asst., Assoc., & Professor, University of Arkansas 
Assistant in Agronomy, Ohio State University 
Research Assistant, University of Arkansas 
Soil Scientist-Trainee, Soil Conservation Service 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Soil Science Society of America, American Society of Agronomy, International Society of Soil Science, 
Friends of Pleistocene, Soil and Water Conservation Society and Sigma Xi. Professional recognition 
includes Fellow, Soil Science Society of America (SSSA), Fellow, American Society of Agronomy (ASA), 
Board member SSSA and ASA, Divisional chair SSSA, Awards from the Soil Conservation Service and 
Arkansas Department of Health as well as teaching awards. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Soil parent materials/loess; septic systems; soil map units; soil use evaluation; and soil survey. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 17 
Chapters in Books: 2 
Miscellaneous Publications: 52 
Research Presentation/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 20 
Regional Meetings: II 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Rutledge, E. M., B. J. Teppen, C. R. Mote and D. C. Wolf, •Designing Septic Tank Filter Fields Based on 
Effluent Storage During Climatic Stress; Journal of Environmental Quality 22: pgs. 47-51, 1993. 
78 
Gross, M. A., E. M. Rutledge, D. C. Wolf, K. E. Earlywine and B. ] . Matthews, "Onsite Treatment for 
Reuse of Domestic Septic Tank Effluent in an Artificially-Drained Soil," Proceedings Conserv. 90, Phonix, 
AZ, August 12-16, 1990, pgs. 95-100. 
Rutledge, E. M. , L.T. West and M. J. Guccione, "Loess Deposits of Northeast Arkansas, • In M. J. 
Guccione and E. M. Rutledge (editors) Field Guide to the Mississippi Alluvial Valley: Northeast Arkansas 
and Southeast Missouri, Published by Departments of Geology and Agronomy, University of Arkansas, 
Fayetteville, AR, pgs. 57-98, 1990. 
Guccione, M. J., W. L. Prior and E. M. Rutledge, "Crowley's Ridge, • In Hayward, 0. T. (editor), Decade of 
North American Geology, Centennial Field Guide, Vol. 4, South-Central Section of the Geological Society 
of America, pgs. 225-230, 1988. 
Rutledge, E. M., C. L. Griffis, C. R. Mote, C. R. Bell, D. K. Shoemaker and N. L. Glover, "Climate as a 
Factor in Siting Septic Tank Filter Fields, • Proceedings of the Fifth National Symposium on Individual and 
Small Community Sewage Treatment, pgs. 375-383, 1987. 
Rutledge, E. M., L. T. West and M. Omakupt, "Loess Deposits on a Pleistocene Age Terrace in Eastern 
Arkansas, • Soil Science Society American Journal 49: pgs. 1231-1238, 1985. 
Rutledge, E. M., C. R. Mote, M. S. Hirsch, H. D. Scott and D. T. Mitchell, "Disposal of Household 
Wastewater in Soils of High Stone Content, • Publication No. 99, Arkansas Water Resources Center, 
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, 1983. 
Rutledge, E. M., C. R. Mote, P. S. Stafford, D. T. Mitchell, H. D. Scott and M. D. Harper, "Designing 
Septic Tank Filter Fields in Soils with Hydraulically Limiting Subsurface Horizons, • Proceedings of the 
Third National Symposium on Individual and Small Community Sewage Treatment, American Society of 
Agricultural Engineering, pgs. 85-92, 1982. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
19 81-present 
1981-present 
1981-preseot 
1976-1981 
1979 
1971-1976 
H. DON SCOTT 
SOIL SCIENCE, GIS 
Department of Agronomy 
115 Plant Sciences 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501·575-5740 
B.S., Crop Science, North Carolina State 
University, 1966 
M.S., Soil Science, North Carolina State 
University, 1968 
Ph.D., Agronomy, University of Kentucky, 1971 
Interim Coordinator Agri. Statistics, University of Arkansas 
Adjunct Professor, Graduate Institute of Technology 
Professor, Agronomy, University of Arkansas 
Associate Professor, Agronomy, University of Arkansas 
Visitina Research Scientist, USDA-ARS, Florence, NC 
Assistant Professor, Agronomy, University of Arkansas 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society of Agronomy, Soil Science Society of America, Sigma Xi and Gamma Sigma Delta. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Research emphasis include soil water management for crop growth and development emphasizing the 
irrigation scheduling and prolonged flooding of soybeans; soil/plant/water relationships, nutrient uptake 
and translocation by crops under differing soil water management regimes; effects of long-term tillage 
and crop management practices on soil physical properties; soil water-solute transport emphasizing 
fertilizer and herbicide transport in soil; spatial and temporal variability of soil properties in the 
landscape; crop-weed competition , remote sensing of soil water, and geographical information systems. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 68 
Chapters in Books: 9 
Miscellaneous Publications: 22 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 55 
Regional Meetings: 14 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Scott, H. D., P. A. Smith, A. Mauromoustakos and W. F. Limp, "Geographical and Statistical 
Relationships between Landscape Parameters and Water Quality Indices in an Arkansas Watershed," 
Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin 933, 1992. 
80 
Daniels, M. B. and H. D. Scott, "Water Use Efficiency of Double Cropped Wheat and Soybean, • 
Agronomy Journal 83: pgs. 564·570, 1991. 
Phillips, M., H. D. Scott and D. C. Wolf, "Environmental Implication of Animal Waste Application to 
Pastures, • South Pasture and Forage Crop Improvement Conference, 1991. 
Daniels, M. B. and H. D. Scott, "Effects of Management on the Water Use and Yield of Double.cropped 
Wheat and Soybeans, • Arkansas Farm Research 40: pgs. 34, 1991. 
Scott, H. D., I. P. Handayani and A. Mauromoustakos, "Temporal Variability of Selected Properties of 
Two Grand Prairie Soils as Affected by Cropping, • Southern Conservation and Tillage Conference, 1991. 
Ibrahim, B. A. and H. D. Scott, "A Comparison of Predicted and Actual Nitrate Nitrogen Profiles as a 
Result of Poultry Litter Application to a Pasture; Southern Conservation and Tillage Conference, 1991. 
Parsch, L. D., M. J. Cochran, K. L. Trice and H. D. Scott, "Farm Management Decisions: Using Ceres· 
wheat and Soygro to Assess the Impact of Wheat Harvest Timeliness on Double.cropping Yields and Net 
Returns Under Weather Risk, • In J. T. Ritchie and R. J. Hanks, Editors, Modeling Plant and Soil Systems, 
Chapter 21, American Society of Agronomy Monograph, 1991. 
Sadler, E. J., D. L. Karlen, R. E. Sojka and H. D. Scott, "Morphological, Temporal and Nodal 
Accumulation of Nutrients by Determinate Soybean, • Journal Plant Nutrition 14: pgs. 775·807, 1991. 
Scott, H. D. , P. A. Smith, A. Mauromoustakos and W. F. Limp, "Using a GIS for Nitrate Water Quality 
Analysis," Paper No. 912532, American Society Agricultural Engineering, 1991. 
Scott, H. D. , P. A. Smith, A. Mauromoustakos and W. F. Limp, "Geographical and Statistical 
Relationships between Landscape Parameters and Water Quality Indicators in the Muddy Fork 
Watershed, • Arkansas Agriculture Experiment Bulletin 933, 1992. 
Jones, L. A., E. M. Rutledge, H. D. Scott, D. C. Wolf and B. J. Teppen, "Effects of Two Earthworm 
Species on Movement of Septic Tank Effluent Through Soil Columns, • Journal of Environmental Quality 
22: pgs. 52·57, 1993. 
Johnson, A. B., H. D. Scott and R. D. Riggs, "Penetration of Soybean Roots by Cyst Menatode at High 
Water Potentials," Agronomy Journal, 85: pgs. 416419, 1993. 
Nichols, T. W., T. C. Daniel, T. L. Lavy, H. D. Scott, K. F. Steele, P. F. Vendrell and S. Wilkes, "The 
Arkansas Agricultural Chemical Groundwater Management Plan, • In, K. F. Steele, editor, Proceedings of 
the A WRRC Research Conference, Arkansas Agriculture Experiment Station Special Report 157, pgs. 29-
32, 1992. 
Scott, H. D., "Fate of Nitrogen and Phosphorus After an Application of Poultry Litter to Tall Fescue, • In , 
K. F. Steele editor, Proceedings of the A WRRC Research Conference, Arkansas Agriculture Experiment 
Station Special Report 157, pgs. 36·39, 1992. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1991-present 
1987-1991 
1980-1987 
1988-1991 
1979-1980 
1976-1979 
ALI U. SHAIKH 
CHEMISTRY 
Department of Chemistry 
University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Little Rock, AR 72204 
501-569-8837 
B.S., Chemistry, Calcutta University, 1967 
M.S., Physical Chemistry, Calcutta University, 1969 
M.S. , Physical Chemistry, Howard University, 1973 
Ph.D. , Analytical Chemistry, Howard University, 1976 
Professor, Chemistry, University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Associate Professor, Chemistry, University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Assistant Professor, Chemistry, University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Chainnan, Dept. of Chemistry, University of Arkansas at Little Rock 
Assistant Professor, Chemistry, Moorhead State University 
Postdoctoral Fellow, North Dakota State University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Chemical Society 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Method development for trace analysis of metals, org~ic comp:mnds and organometallic compounds in 
environmental samples, biodegradation and chemical degradation of environmental pollutants, kinetics 
and mechanisms of electrode reactions, application of GC, GC-MS, HPLC, AA and electroanalytical 
techniques. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 15 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 12 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 11 
Regional Meetings: 12 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Shaikh, A. U. and M. A. Ali, "On the Geometry of Boron Trioxide Molecule," Journal Mol Structure 13, 
179, 1972. 
Shaikh, A. U. and D. E. Tallman, "Determination of Submicrogram Per Liter Quantities of Arsenic in Water 
by Arsine Generation Followed by Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption Spectrometry," Analytical Chern, 
49, 1093, 1977. 
82 
Shaikh, A. U. and D. E. Tallman, "Species-Specific Analysis of nanogram Quantities of Arsenic and 
Methylarsenicals in Natural Water by Arsine Generation Followed by Graphite Furnace Atomic Absorption 
Spectrometry," Analytical Chern, Acta, 98, 251, 1978. 
Cherri, J. A., A. U. Shaikh, D. E. Tallman and R. V. Nicholson, "Arsenic Species as an Indicator of Redox 
Conditions in Groundwater, • Journal Hydrology, 43, pg. 373, 1979. 
Tallman, D. E. and A. U. Shaikh, "Redox Stability of Inorganic As (Ill) and As (V) in Groundwater," 
Analytical Chern, 52, pg. 196, 1980. 
Shaikh, A. U., R. M. Hawk, R. A. Sims and H. D. Scott, "Graphite Electrode for the Measurement of 
Redox Potential and Oxygen Diffusion Rate in Soil, • Journal Nuclear Chemical Waste Management,S, pg. 
237, 1985. 
Shaikh, A. U., R. M. Hawk, R. A. Sims and H. D. Scott, "Redox Potential and Oxygen Diffusion Rate as 
Monitoring Parameters for Biodegradation of Some Organic Wastes in Soil, • Journal Nuclear Chemical 
Waste Management,S, pg. 337, 1985. 
Scoggins, D. A., J. D. Hunter, R. M. Hawk, R. A. Sims, A. U. Shaikh and H. D. Scott, "Development of a 
Microcomputer Controlled Multiprobe Instrument for Automated Measurement of Redox Potential and 
Oxygen Diffusion Rate in Soil Environment, • Journal Analytical Instrument, 15, pg. 51, 1986. 
Shaikh, A. U., T. A. Dixon, L. A. Battles and F. L. Setliff, "Electrochemistry of Dihalogenated Nicotinic 
Acids in Aqueoud and Aprotic Media, • Arkansas Academy of Sciences, 40, pg. 59, 1986. 
Fu, P. P., R. H. Heflich, L. Unruh, A. U. Shaikh, Y·U. Yu, C·L. Ching and J-S. Lai, "Relationship Among 
Direct-acting Mutagenicity, Nitro-group Orientation and Polarographic Reduction Potentials of 6-Nitro 
Benzo(a)pyrene, 7-Nitro Benz (&)anthracene and Their Derivatives, • Mutagenesis Research, 209, pg. 115, 
1988. 
Kadlubar, F. F., P. P. Fu, H. Jung, A. U. Shaikh and F. A. Beland, "The Metabolic N-Oxidation of 
Carcinogenic Arylamines in Relation to Nitrogen Charge Density and Oxidation Potential, • Environmental 
Health Persp., 87, pg. 233, 1990. 
Jung, H. , A. U. Shaikh, R. H. Hehlich and P. P. Fu, "Nitro Group Orientation, Reduction Potential, and 
Direct-acting mutagenicity of Nitro-Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons, • Environmental and Mol. 
Mutagen., 17, pg. 169, 1991. 
Shoaf, A. R. , A. U. Shaikh, R. D. Harbison and 0. Hinojosa, "Extraction and Analysis of Superoxide Free 
Radicals from Whole Mammalian Liver," Journal Biolum. and Chemilum., 6, pg. 87, 1991. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1992-present 
1979-present 
DAVID W. STAHLE 
GEOGRAPHY 
Department of Geography 
Ozark Hall 213 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-3703 
B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
Associate Professor, University of Arkansas 
Director, Tree-Ring Laboratory, University of Arkansas 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Meteorological Society and American Geophysical Union 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Tree-ring analysis, paleoclimatic and paleohydrologic reconstruction, the recurrence and persistence of 
climate and streamflow extremes, multi-year climate fluctuations. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 20 
Chapters in Books: 4 
Miscellaneous Publications: 0 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 
Regional Meetings: 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Stahle, D. W., M. K. Cleaveland and J. G. Heht, "A 450 year Drought Reconstruction for Arkansas, United 
States, • Nature 316, pgs. 530-532, 1985. 
Stahle, D. W., "North Carolina Climate Changes Reconstructed from Tree Rings: A.D. 372 to 1985, • 
Science, 240: pgs. 1517-2529, 1988. 
Stahle, D. W. and M. K. Cleaveland, "Reconstruction and Analysis of Spring Rainfall over the 
Southeastern U. S. for the Past 1,000 Years, • Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society, 73: pgs. 
1947-1961, 1992. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1988-present 
1983-present 
1977-1983 
1972-1977 
1970-1972 
KENNETH F. STEELE 
GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY 
University of Arkansas 
Arkansas Water Resources Center 
Ozark Hall 113 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
(501) 575-4403 
B.S., Chemistry, University of North Carolina, 1966 
Ph.D., Geology, University of North Carolina, 1971 
Director, Arkansas Water Resources Center, University of Arkansas 
Professor, Geology, University of Arkansas 
Associate Professor, Geology, University of Arkansas 
Assistant Professor, Geology, University of Arkansas 
Instructor, Geology, University of Arkansas 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Water Resources Association, Association of Ground-Water Scientists and Engineers, 
Geochemical Society, Geological Society of America, National Association of Geology Teachers, 
International Association of Hydrogeologists, International Association of Geochemistry and 
Cosmochemistry, Society for Environmental Geochemistry and Health, Society of exploration 
Geochemists, Arkansas Academy of Sciences, Arkansas Federation of Air and Water Users, Arkansas 
Ground Water Association, Arkansas Section of A WRA. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Research has been concentrated on atmospheric deposition (acid rain), ground water, and surface 
water, especially in terms of chemistry (including heavy metals). Recent studies have been conducted 
on (1) the effect of rain storms on the chemistry of ground and surface waters, i.e. how do rain storms 
affect pollution, (2) the effect of land use on ground water quality, and (3) factors affecting rain chemistry 
(including acid rain). 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 42 
Chapters in Books: 6 
Miscellaneous Publications: 54 
Research Presentation/ Abstract: 0 
National and International Meetings: 24 
Regional Meetings: 58 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Steele, K. F. and T. W. Nichols, "Monitoring of Pesticides Under the Arkansas Agricultural Chemical 
Groundwater Management Plan," Environmental Contamination, pg. 179-181, 1992. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "Dew and Frost Chemistry at a Midcontinent Site, United States, • Journal 
Geophys. Res., Vol. 97, No. 018,20, 591-20, 597, 1992. 
85 
Steele, K. F., T. C. Daniel and D. R. Edwards, •Interaction of Poultry Waste and Limestone Terrain on 
Water Quality, • Professional and Public Information Dissemination, Proceedings of International 
Symposium on Hydrology and Water Resources Education and Training: The Challenges to Meet at the 
Tum of the XXI Century and Second North American Water Management Seminar, Water Resources 
Publications, Littleton, CO, pg. 441-448, 1992. 
Steele, K. F ., M. S. Lybrand, G. L. Wheeler, E. R. Lawson and J . B. Waide, •Effects of Season and 
Silvicultural Practices on the Chemistry of First-Order Streams in the Ozark National Forest, Arkansas, 
USA, • in Sediment and Stream Water Quality in a Changing Environment: Trends and Explanation, 
International Association of Hydrological Sciences Publication No. 203, pg. 285-292, 1991. 
Mott, D. N. and K. F. Steele, •Effects of Pasture Runoff on Water Chemistry, Buffalo National River, 
U.S.A. , "in Sediment and Stream Water Quality in a Changing Environment: Trends and Explanation, 
International Association of Hydrological Sciences Publication No. 203, pg. 229-238, 1991. 
Steele, K. F. and W. K. McCalister, "Potential Nitrate Pollution of Ground Water in Limestone Terrain by 
Poultry Litter, Ozark Region, USA, • in Nitrate Contamination: Exposure, Consequences and Control, 
lstavan Bogardi and R. D. Kuzelka, Eds, Springer-Verlag, pg. 209·218, 1991. 
Steele, K. F. and W. K. McCalister, "Potential Nitrate Pollution of Groundwater in Limestone Terrain by 
Poultry Litter, Ozark Region, U.S.A.;in NATO ASI Series, Vol. G30 (eds. I. Bogardi and R. D. Kuzelka), 
Springer-Verlag Berlin Heidelberg, pg. 209-218, 1991. 
Steele, K. F., T. C. Daniel and D. R. Edwards, •Interaction of Poultry Waste and Limestone Terrain on 
Water Quality: Professional and Public Information Dissemination in Proceedings of International 
Symposium on Hydrology and Water Resources Education and Training: The Challenges to Meet at the 
Tum of the XXI Century and Second North America Water Management Seminar, Water Resources 
Publications, Littleton, CO, 1991. 
Steele, K. F., "Groundwater Pollution in Magill ' sSurvey of Science, • Earth Sciences, Vol. 2, pg. 1028-
1034, 1990. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "Rain Scavenging of Tephra Aerosols from Mount St. Helens 1980 
Eruptions, • Journal of Applied Meteor., Vol. 29, pg. 368-374, 1990. 
Steele, K. F., W. K. McCalister and J. C. Adamski, "Nitrate and Bacteria Contamination of Limestone in 
Poultry/Cattle Producing areas of Northwestern Arkansas, U.S.A., • Environmental Contamination, 
pg. 528-530, 1990. 
Sadeghi, A. and K. F. Steele, •use of Stream Sediment Elemental Enrichment Factors in Geochemical 
Exploration for Carbonatite and Uranium, Arkansas, U.S.A., • Journal Geochemical Eltploration, Vol. 32, 
pg. 279-286,1989. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "Na/Cl Ratios in Rain Across the U.S.A. , 1982-1986, • Tellus, Vol. 418, 
pg. 444-451, 1989 
Adamski, C. and K. F. Steele, • Agricultural Land Use Effects on Ground Water Quality in the Ozark 
Region: Proceedings of Agricultural Impacts on Ground Water Conference, pgs. 593-614, 1988. 
86 
Turner, R. R. and K. F. Steele, ~Cadmium and Manganese Sorption by Soil Macropore Linings and 
Fillings, • Soil Science, Vol. 145, pgs. 79-86, 1988. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "Stoichiometry of Rain Across the USA; Evidence of Independent 
Neutralization of Sulfate and Nitrate Acidities; Water, Air and Soil Pollution, Vol. 39, pgs. 179-186, 1988. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "Rain Chemistry at a Mid-Continent Site, U.S.A., • Atmospheric 
Environment, Vol. 21, pgs. l353-1362, 1987. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1991-present 
1988-1991 
1982-1988 
1979-1982 
1979 
PAUL F. VENDRELL 
WATER QUALITY ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES 
AGRJCULTURAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS 
Water Quality Lab 
Biomass 142 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-7317 
B.S., Crop Science, Texas Tech University, 1978 
M.S., Soil Science, Texas Tech University, 1982 
Ph.D., Agronomy, University of Arkansas, 1988 
Chief Chemist, Water Quality Lab, University of Arkansas 
Laboratory Manager, Seri-Tech Laboratory 
Research Assistant, Agronomy, University of Arkansas 
Graduate Research Assistant, Texas Tech University 
Research Technician, Texas Tech University 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society of Agronomy, American Water Works Association, Soil Science Society of America, 
Association of Official Analytical Chemist, Council for Agricultural Science and Technology, American Oil 
Chemist Society, Water Pollution Control Federation, American Chemical Society, Gamma Sigma Delta, 
Sigma Xi, and Northwest Arkansas Analytical Association. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Nitrate leaching in soil and groundwater contamination, microbial pollution of water, laboratory analysis 
of non-point source pollutants, pesticide monitoring of groundwater. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 3 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 3 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 5 
National and International Meetings: 10 
Regional Meetings: 12 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Edwards, D. R., T. C. Daniel, J. F. Murdock, and P. F. Vendrell, "Moores Creek Monitoring Project 
Activities," Proceedings of the A WRRC Research Conference, Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station 
Special Report 157, pg. 9-12, 1992. 
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Nichols, T. W., T. C. Daniel, T. L. Lavy, H. D. Scott, K. F. Steele, P. F. Vendrell and S. Wilkes, "The 
Arkansas Agricultural Chemical Groundwater Management Plan, • Proceedings of the A WRRC Research 
Conference, Arkansas Agricultural Experiment Station Special Report 157, pg. 29-32, 1992. 
Edwards, D. R., T. C. Daniel, J.F. Murdock, and P. F. Vendrell, ·The Moores Creek BMP Effectiveness 
Monitoring Project, • 1993. 
Vendrell, P. F. and W. E. Sabbe, "Evaluation of a Fast Method for Detennination of P and K Fixation, • 
Comm Soil Science Plant Analytical 21 : pg. 13-16, 1277-1297, 1990. 
Vendrell, P. F.and J. Zupancic, "Detennination of Soil Nitrate by Transnitration of Salicylic Acid, • Comm 
Soil Science Plant Analytical, 21: pgs. 13-16,1705-1713, 1990. 
Vendrell, P. F., K. Frank and J. DeMing, "Determination of Soil Sulfur by Inductively Coupled Plasma 
Spectroscopy, • Comm Soil Science Plant Anal 12: pgs. 13-16, 1695-1703, 1990. 
Vendrell, P. F., •Modification of the Arkansas P and K Fertilizer Recommendations by a Fast Recovery 
Method, • Ph. D. Dissertation, University of Arkansas, 1988. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1974-present 
1971-1974 
1969-1971 
1965-1969 
GEORGE H. WAGNER 
WATER CHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY, HYDROLOGY 
Geology Department 
118 Ozark Hall 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-3355 
B.S., Chemistry, University of Arkansas, 1937 
M.S., Physical Chemistry, University of Iowa, 1939 
Ph.D., Physical Chemistry, University of Iowa, 1941 
B.S., Geology, University of Arkansas, 1974 
Adjunct Professor, Geology, University of Arkansas 
Graduate Student, University of Arkansas 
Vice President of Technology for Ferroalloys Div of Union Carbide 
Vice President of Technology for Mining of Metals Div. of Union 
Carbide 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Received the American Chemical Society Schoellkopf Award for silicone and ployalkeneoxide work. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Relate rain chemistry to atmospheric processes and the chemistry of tropospheric aerosols. Some new 
understanding has been uncovered of the compounds scavenged by rain and how the cations and 
anions were made. A similar study is underway with dew chemistry. Other interests are groundwater 
and the relation of its chemistry to rocks and particularly the water soluble rocks(dolomites and 
limestones) and sparingly soluble minerals (heavy metal sulfides and oxides, and barite). 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 19 
Chapters in Books: 2 
Miscellaneous Publications: 8 
Research Presentations/Abstracts: 7 
National and International Meetings: 
Regional Meetings: 6 
Patents: 
34 on silnnes and silicones 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, ·Dew and Frost Chemistry at a Midcontinent Site, U.S. • Journal of 
Geophysical Research, 97(018)20:591-20,587, 1992. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, •Rain Scavenging of Tephra Aerosols from Mount St. Helen 1980 
Eruptions, • Journal of Applied Meteorology, Vol. 29, pgs. 368-374, 1990. 
90 
Wagner, G. H., "Dew Chemistry," Arkansas Water Resources Center, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, 
AR, 24 pg. , Publication 149, 1990. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "Na+/C1- Ratios in Rain Across the USA, 1982-1986, • Department of 
Geology, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR, Tellus, Vol. 41B, pgs. 444-451, 1989. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. 'F. Steele, "Rain Chemistry at a Mid-Continent Site, USA, 1980-1984," Atmospheric 
Environment, Vol. 21, pg. 1353-1362, 1987. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "A Dust-Bowl Aerosol and its Effect on Rain and Dry Deposition Fluxes 
of the Major Cations and Rain pH" Aerosols: Research, Risk Assessment and Control Strategies (eds. 
S.D. Lee, T. Schneider, L.D. Grant and P.J. Verkerk), Lewis Publishers, Inc., pgs. 1181-1194, 1986. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "Metal Concentrations in the Ground Water of the Ouachita Mountains, 
Arkansas, USA, • Water, Air and Soil Pollution, Vol. 25, pg. 339-347, 1985. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "Use of Rain and Dry Depositions Compositions for Interpreting Ground 
Water Chemistry." Groundwater, Vol. 23, pg. 611-616, 1985. 
Steele, K. F. and G. H. Wagner, "Hydrogeochemical Exploration for Barite, Ouachita Mountains, U.S .A. ," 
Journal of Geochemical Exploration, Vol. 19, pgs. 243-254, 1983. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "Wet and Dry Fallout of Nutrients and Acid in Northwest Arkansas," 
Arkansas Farm Research, pg. 8, 1982. 
Wagner, G. H. ,K. F. Steele and D. L. Zachary, "Sr/Mg Ratios of Pennsylvanian Limestone Units in 
Northwest Arkansas, • Arkansas Academy of Science Proc., Vol. 36, pg. 109-110, 1982. 
Wagner, G. H. and K. F. Steele, "Sulfate Analyses of Rain Water, • American Laboratory, Vol. 14, pg. 12-
25, 1982. 
Steele, K. F. and G. H. Wagner, "Warm Springs of the Western Ouachita Mountains, Arkansas," 
Geothermal Resources Council, Transactions, Vol. 5, pg. 137-140, 1981. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
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LAURIN WHEELER 
FOREST ECOLOGY 
Department of Horticulture & Forestry 
316 Plant Sciences 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-2603 
B.S., Forest Management, University of Florida,l963 
M.S., Botany,Plant Ecology, University of Florida, 1968 
Ph.D., Botany, Plant Ecology, North Carolina State University, 1972 
Associate Professor, Forest Ecology, University of Arkansas 
Assistant Professor, Forest Ecology, University of Arkansas 
Associate Research Biologist, University of Illinois 
Postdoctoral Fellow, North Carolina State University 
Graduate Research Assistant, Botany, North Carolina State University 
Graduate Assistant, University of Florida 
Peace Corps Volunteer to Chile 
Graduate Assistant, Botany, University of Florida 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
Soil Science of America, Ecological Society of America, Society of American Foresters, Sigma Xi. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Nutrient cycles in forests, uneven aged forest management, ecosystem restoration. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 13 
Chapters in Books: 0 
Miscellaneous Publications: 19 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 0 
National and International Meetings: 19 
Regional Meetings: 20 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Wheeler, G. L. and M. J. Sale, "Lake Sangchris Modeling, • In: Evaluation of a Cooling Lake Fishery, 
Annual Report to the Electrical Power Research Institute, 1976. 
Wheeler, G. L., G. L. Rolfe and K. A. Reinbold, • A Simulation Model for Lead Movement in a Watershed," 
Ecological Modelling 5: pgs. 67-76, 1978. 
Wheeler, G. L. and M. J. Sale, "TELOC: A Simulation Model of the Effects of Lead on Com (Zea maize) 
Growth; Ecological Modelling 11: pgs. 143-I52, 1980. 
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Wheeler, G. L. and J. M. Donaldson, "Nitrification in an Upland Forest Sere, • Soil Biology and 
Biochemistry 15: pgs. 119-121 , 1982. 
Wheeler, G. L., T. T. Ku and R. J. Colvin, "The Effects of Silvicultural Practices on Soil Water Chemistry 
of Southern Pine Forests," Fifth Biennial Southern Silvicultural Research Conference, pgs. 473-476, 1988. 
Wheeler, G. L. and E. Lawson, "The Effects of Solution pH and Salt Content on Leaching of Upland 
Forest Soils." Fifth Biennial Southern Silvicultural Research Conference, pgs. 51-56, 1988. 
Wheeler, G. L. and J. K. Eichman, "The Effects of Forest Management Practices on Soil Nutrient Status, • 
Final report to the U.S. Forest Service, Ouachita National Forest, 56 pg., 1991. 
Steele, K. F., M . S. Lybrand, G. L. Wheeler, E. R. Lawson and J. B. Waide, "Effects of Seasonal and 
Silivicultural Practices on the Chemistry of First-order Streams in the Ozark National Forest, Arkansas, 
U.S.A. ," In N. E. Peters and D. E. Walling,editors, Sediment and Stream Quality in a Changing 
Environment: Trends and Explanation, Proceedings of the Vienna Symposium IAHS Publication No. 203, 
pgs. 285-292, 1991. 
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UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1981-present 
1979-1981 
1917-1978 
1973-1917 
DUANE C. WOLF 
SOIL SCIENCE, MICROBIOLOGY 
Department of Agronomy 
115 Plant Science Bldg. 
University of Arkansas 
Fayetteville, AR 72701 
501-575-5739 
B.S., Soil Science, University of Missouri, 1968 
Ph.D., Soil Science, University of California, 1973 
Professor, University of Arkansas 
Associate Professor, University of Arkansas 
Associate Professor, University of Maryland 
Assistant Professor, University of Maryland 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: 
American Society of Agronomy, Soil Science Society of America, American Society of Microbiology, 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, International Society of Soil Science, American 
Registry of Certified Professionals in Agronomy, Crops, and Soils, International Humic Substances 
Society, Arkansas Academy of Science, Sigma Xi, National Association of Colleges and Teachers of 
Agriculture, Arkansas Pubic Health Association, and Arkansas Society of Professional Sanitarians. 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Environmental work related to degradation and adsorption of pesticides and toxic organic and inorganic 
chemicals in soil; transfonnation of nitrogen containing fertilizers and organic amendments in soil; 
factors which influence symbiotic biological nitrogen fixation; impact of land application of poultry litter 
on water quality, and; renovation of domestic wastewater from on-site waste disposal (septic) system. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 35 
Chapters in Books: 2 
Miscellaneous Publications: 29 
Research Presentations/Abstracts: 26 
National and International Meetings: 52 
Regional Meetings: 45 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Wolf, D. C. , "Impact of Human and Animal Waste on Water Quality; In J. W. Goodwin (ed) Arkansas and 
the Natural Environment: Water, Waste, and War. Arkansas Agri Experiment Station Special Report 154, 
1992. 
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Mullen, M. D., D. C. Wolf, T. J. Beveridge and G. W. Bailey, "Sorpfion of Heavy Metals by the Soil Fungi 
Aspergillus niger and Mucor rouxii, • Soil Bioi Biochem 24: pgs. 129-135, 1992. 
Gale, P. M. , J. M. Phillips, M. L. May, and D. C. Wolf, "Effect of Drying on the Plant Nutrient Content of 
Hen Manure, • Journal Prod Agri 4: pgs. 246-250, 1991. 
Mullen, M. D. , D. C. Wolf, F. G. Ferris, T. J. Beveridge, C. A. Flemming and G. W. Bailey , "Bacterial 
Sorption of Heavy Metals, • Appl Environ Microbial, 55: pgs. 3143-3149, 1989. 
Wolf, D. C. and T. C. Daniel, "Water Quality, • Arkansas Farm Research 38(6): 4pg. , 1989. 
Wolf, D. C., T. H. Dao, H. D. Scott, and T. L. Lavy, "Influence of Sterilization Methods on Selected Soil 
Physical and Chemical Properties, • Journal Environmental Quality 18: pgs. 39-44, 1989. 
Miller, N. A. , D. C. Wolf and H. D. Scott, "Influence of Methanol and Hexane on Soil Adsorp.tion of 
Atrazine, • Water, Air and Soil Pollutant 39: pgs. 101-112, 1988. 
Yu, S.M., G. E. Templeton and D. C. Wolf, "Effect ofTrifluralin Concentration on Growth of Fusarium 
solani f. sp. cucurbitae in Liquid Medium and Soil, • Soil Bioi Biochem 20: pgs. 607-612, 1988. 
Reynolds, C. M. and D. C. Wolf, "Effects of Field Methods and Soil Cover on Estimating Ammonia Loss 
From 15N Urea, • Soil Science Society of America Journal 52: pgs. 706-712, 1988. 
Wolf, D. C., 1. T. Gilmour and P. M. Gale, "Estimating Potential Ground and Surface Water Pollution from 
Land Application of Poultry Litter-11, • Arkansas Water Resources Research Center, Publication No. 137, 
34pg., 1988. 
Reynolds, C. M. and D. C. Wolf, "Effect of Soil Moisture and Air Relative Humidity on Ammonia 
Volatilization From Surface-applied Urea," Soil Science 143: pgs. 144-152, 1987. 
Rutledge, E. M. and D. C. Wolf, "Onsite and Clustered Wastewater Renovation by Soil Treatment: An 
Overview, • In Utilization, Treatment and Disposal of Waste on Land Workshop, Proceedings Soil Science 
Society of America, pgs. 87-88, 1986. 
Angle, J .S. , G. McClung, M. S. Mcintosh, P. M. Thomas and D. C. Wolf, "Nutrient Losses in Runoff from 
Conventional and No-Tilled Com Watersheds,• Journal Environmental Quality 13: pgs. 431-435, 1984. 
Gross, M. , J. Hestir, D. C. Wolf and E. M. Rutledge, "Using Viruses to Examine Soil Treatment of Septic 
Tank Effluent, • Proceedings of Arkansas Academy of Science, 45: pgs. 29-32, 1991. 
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DISCIPLINE: 
UNIVERSITY ADDRESS: 
ACADEMIC DEGREES: 
POSITIONS HELD: 
1987 -present 
1973-1987 
1967-1973 
1961-1967 
BILL WYAIT 
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY, INSTRUMENTATION 
Arkansas State University 
P. 0 . Box 1680 
State University, AR 72467 
501-972-3086 
B.S., Chemistry/Math, Arkansas State College, 1961 
M.S., Physical Chemistry, University of Arkansas,l965 
Ph.D. , Physical Chemistry, University of Arkansas,l972 
Professor, Chemistry, Arkansas State University 
Associate Professor, Chemistry, Arkansas State University 
Assistant Professor, Chemistry, Arkansas State University 
Research/Teaching Assistant, University of Arkansas 
PROFESSIONAL AND HONOR SOCIETIES: NOT FURNISHED 
RESEARCH AREAS: 
Surface water quality-methods of analysis. 
NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS: 
Refereed Publications: 
Chapters in Books: 
Miscellaneous Publications: 
Research Presentations/ Abstracts: 
National and International Meetings: 
Regional Meetings: 
SELECTED PUBLICATIONS: 
Blyholder, G. and W. V. Wyatt, "Infrared Spectra and Structure of Some CxHyO Compounds Adsorbed 
on Silica-Supported Iron, Cobalt and Nickel," Journal Physical Chemistry 70: pgs. 1745, 1966. 
Jimerson, G. D. and W. V. Wyatt, "The Location and Potential use of By-Products in Arkansas," 
"Supplement," Final Report, U.S. Department of Transportation, Federal Highway Administration, 1973. 
Wyatt, W. V. and G. Blyholder, "Hydrocarbon Surface Species on Cobalt, • Journal Physical Chemistry 78: 
pgs. 618, 1974. 
Blyholder, G., D. Shihabi , W. V. Wyatt, R. Bartlett, "Adsorption and Interaction of C2H4, H2, CO and 
Organic Acids on Fe, Co and Ni, • Journal Cat 43: pgs. 122-130, 1976. 
Jimerson, G. D. and W. V. Wyatt, "Production of Binders and Fillers from Cellulosic and Man-Made 
Polymeric Waste Generated in Arkansas," Interim Report, U. S. Department of Transportation, Federal 
Highway Administration, 1978. 
Edmonds, H. L. ,Jr., M. K. Halbert and W. V. Wyatt, "Ethanol and Canine Local Cerebral Glucose 
Utilization (LCGU)," FASEB Abstract, 1982. 
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